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ABSTRACT

The Second Workshop on Extreme Precision Radial Velocities defined circa 2015 the state of
the art Doppler precision and identified the critical path challenges for reaching 10 cm s−1

measurement precision. The presentations and discussion of key issues for instrumentation
and data analysis and the workshop recommendations for achieving this bold precision are
summarized here.
Beginning with the HARPS spectrograph, technological advances for precision radial ve-
locity measurements have focused on building extremely stable instruments. To reach still
higher precision, future spectrometers will need to improve upon the state of the art, pro-
ducing even higher fidelity spectra. This should be possible with improved environmental
control, greater stability in the illumination of the spectrometer optics, better detectors,
more precise wavelength calibration, and broader bandwidth spectra. Key data analysis
challenges for the precision radial velocity community include distinguishing center of mass
Keplerian motion from photospheric velocities (time correlated noise) and the proper treat-
ment of telluric contamination. Success here is coupled to the instrument design, but also
requires the implementation of robust statistical and modeling techniques. Center of mass
velocities produce Doppler shifts that affect every line identically, while photospheric veloc-
ities produce line profile asymmetries with wavelength and temporal dependencies that are
different from Keplerian signals.
Exoplanets are an important subfield of astronomy and there has been an impressive rate of
discovery over the past two decades. However, higher precision radial velocity measurements
are required to serve as a discovery technique for potentially habitable worlds, to confirm
and characterize detections from transit missions, and to provide mass measurements for
other space-based missions. The future of exoplanet science has very different trajectories
depending on the precision that can ultimately be achieved with Doppler measurements.
Keywords: instrumentation: spectrographs - methods: observational - methods: statistical

technique : radial velocities - techniques: spectroscopic
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1. INTRODUCTION

The past two decades have been a golden era for
the discovery of exoplanets — thousands of exo-
planets have been detected using Doppler measure-
ments, transit photometry, microlensing, and direct
imaging. Pioneering technology has driven remark-
able acceleration in the rate of detections — of spe-
cial note: the clever use of an iodine reference cell
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for wavelength calibration and modeling of the in-
strumental profile to achieve radial velocity (RV)
precisions of a few meters per second using general
purpose spectrometers (Butler et al. 1996; Marcy &
Butler 1992); the stabilized HARPS spectrometer,
which set a new standard in RV precision (Mayor
et al. 2003; Pepe et al. 2002); ground-based tran-
sit surveys that evolved rapidly from demonstrating
the existence of transiting extrasolar planets (Henry
et al. 2000; Charbonneau et al. 2000) to achiev-
ing 1-mmag photometric precision (Johnson et al.
2009); and the Kepler space mission with a dra-
matic improvement over the precision of ground-
based photometry. The Kepler mission confirmed
earlier suggestions (Mayor & Udry 2008) that most
of the stars in our galaxy have planetary systems
and that small planets are ubiquitous (Howard et al.
2012; Fressin et al. 2013; Buchhave et al. 2014).
However, while ever smaller and lower mass planets
have been detected in the past few years, all cur-
rent techniques fall just short of detecting so-called
exo-Earths (planets that are nearly the mass of the
Earth, orbiting at habitable zone distances) around
nearby stars.

A generation of students has grown up thinking
of exoplanet science as a booming field where the
rate of discovery and characterization has a steep
and positive trajectory. However, the key to growth
in this field has been the sequential improvements
in technology and measurement precision and this
is also a fundamental requirement for the future of
the field. If we keep making the same observations
with the same instruments, we will improve the SNR
and population size, but we will basically have the
same results and the field will stagnate; advances in
strategy, analysis and instrumentation are required
to reach higher RV precision and to push into new
parameter space.

New space missions including the Transiting Ex-
oplanet Survey Satellite (TESS; Ricker et al. 2014),
the CHaracterizing ExOPlanet Satellite (CHEOPS;
Fortier et al. 2014) and PLAnetary Transits and Os-
cillation of stars (PLATO; Rauer et al. 2014) will
have the precision to detect transiting planets with
small radii and will observe bright nearby stars.
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Doppler observations will provide critical support
for these missions and will remain a key asset in
the search for exo-Earths (Mayor et al. 2014). If we
can improve our current instrumental precision and
if we can distinguish stellar photospheric velocities
from Keplerian motion, then we have a chance of de-
tecting, confirming and characterizing a bounty of
exoplanets in new mass and period regimes around
nearby stars.

In July 2015, we held the Second Workshop for
Extreme Precision Radial Velocities (EPRVs) at
Yale University with three goals: to examine the
current state of the Doppler precision, to discuss
recent advances, and to chart a course for eliminat-
ing the remaining obstacles on the road towards 10
cm s−1. We discussed the future game-changers and
the current bottlenecks. This paper summarizes the
presentations and discussions from this workshop.
Section ?? presents the state of the art for fourteen
different RV surveys highlighted at the workshop
and compares some of the key attributes correlated
with high Doppler precision. In Section ??, we dis-
cuss instrumentation challenges and solutions. In
Section ?? we discuss the challenges to high pre-
cision that are not instrumental in nature, such
as stellar atmospheric velocities and telluric lines
in the Earth’s atmosphere and capture the discus-
sion about statistical analysis techniques that show
promise in distinguishing stellar photospheric sig-
nals from Keplerian motion.

2. STATE OF THE ART

It is important to first clarify what we mean by
Doppler precision. Radial velocity measurements
are currently carried out by one of two methods:
the iodine technique or the cross correlation tech-
nique (Lovis & Fischer 2010). The estimated single
measurement precision (or averaged nightly veloc-
ity precision) is a good indication of the photon-
limited “on sky” precision. The long-term velocity
rms (several days to years) is yet another indicator,
exposing both systematic instrumental errors and
the limitations in analysis techniques for treating
variability from the stellar photosphere (so-called
stellar jitter).

Participants at the workshop discussed the
Doppler precision for current radial velocity planet
search programs. In standardized formats, presen-
ters were asked to show the dependence of single
measurement precision (SMP) on the signal to noise
ratio (SNR) for the equivalent of a 3 km s−1 pixel
bin at 550 nm and to provide the radial velocity
rms of their program stars without removing trends
or Keplerian signals. This is the first side-by-side
comparison that has ever been made for Doppler
planet search programs and we owe a great debt
of gratitude to the teams that contributed data for
this comparison50. Their generosity in sharing ac-
cumulated data allows the community to consider
the possible relative importance of environmental
stability, spectral resolution, wavelength coverage,

50 Additional current or planned PRV spectrographs can
be found in Tables 2 and 3 of Plavchan et al. (2015)

calibration techniques and observing cadence. No
comparison metric is perfect and there will still be
discrepancies that arise because of differences in the
stellar samples and the scientific goals of the pro-
grams.

Table 1 lists the key parameters for key Doppler
surveys. The programs are sorted by the demon-
strated single measurement precision. We summa-
rize some of the fundamental parameters for the
programs, including whether the coupling of light
is accomplished with a slit or fiber, whether there
is any environmental control (however, the extent
of environmental control varies widely), the spectral
resolution, wavelength range, method of wavelength
calibration, single measurement precision for SNR
of 200 (at 550 nm), the number of stars on the pro-
gram and the time baseline of the program. Fiber
fed, stable instruments with high spectral resolution
represent the state of the art circa 2015. Future in-
struments will require even more stringent specifica-
tions in order to gain another order of magnitude in
RV precision. High resolution and broad bandwidth
may end up being critical parameters for fitting out
perturbing signals from stellar photospheres and tel-
luric contamination.

The Doppler programs listed in Table 1 are dis-
cussed in more detail below in order of the date that
each planet survey began.

2.1. 3-m Lick Hamilton, 1987 - 2011

The Hamilton spectrograph (Vogt 1987) at Lick
Observatory51 was used to search for exoplanets be-
tween 1987 and 2011 (Fischer et al. 2014; Butler
& Marcy 1997). The program effectively ended in
2011 when insulating material on the cell burned
and changed the iodine spectrum of the cell. The
Hamilton echelle spectrograph is a general purpose
instrument that can be fed with either the 0.6-m
Coudé Auxiliary Telescope or the 3-m Shane tele-
scope. The wavelength range can be selected to in-
clude wavelengths from 390 - 900 nm in a single
observation. The instrumental resolution depends
on the selected slit width, varying from 30,000 -
115,000, but the typical resolution used for Doppler
planet hunting was R ∼ 50, 000. The instrument is
located in a coudé room and experiences diurnal and
seasonal temperature swings of several degrees. One
pioneering aspect of this program was the use of an
iodine reference cell for the wavelength calibration
and modeling the line spread function (Butler et al.
1996; Marcy & Butler 1992) to reach a measurement
precision of 3 m s−1. The use of a reference cell is
ideal for general-purpose instruments because the
forward modeling of iodine accounts for variations
in the SLSF and instrumental drifts. The iodine
absorption lines only span a wavelength range from
510 to 620 nm; this limits the Doppler analysis to
about 110 nm of the spectrum and high SNR is re-
quired in order to model the multi-parameter SLSF.

The search for exoplanets at Lick Observatory be-
gan with a sample of 109 stars and the program was

51 Presentation by Debra Fischer
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Table 1
Current Doppler Planet Search Programs

Spectrograph slit or Temp Spectral Wavelength Wavelength SMP [m s−1] Number Duration
fiber Control Resolution range [nm] calibrator SNR = 200 of stars of program

HARPS f Y 115,000 380 – 690 ThAr 0.8 2000 2003 –
HARPS-N f Y 115,000 380 – 690 ThAr 0.8 500 2012 –
PARAS f Y 67,000 380 – 690 ThAr 1.0 27 2012 –
CHIRON f Y 90,000 440 – 650 Iodine 1.0 35 2011 –
SOPHIE f Y 75,000 387 – 694 ThAr 1.1 190 2011 –
PFS s Y 76,000 390 – 670 Iodine 1.2 530 2010 –
HIRES s Y 55,000 364 – 800 Iodine 1.5 4000 1996 –
Levy (LCPS) s Y 110,000 376 – 970 Iodine 1.5 100 2013 –
Levy (CPS) s Y 100,000 376 – 940 Iodine 2.0 300 2013 –
SONG s N 90,000 440 – 690 Iodine 2.0 12 2014 –
HRS s Y 60,000 408 – 784 Iodine 3.0 100 2001 – 2013
Hamilton s N 50,000 390 – 800 Iodine 3.0 350 1987 - 2011
UCLES s N 45,000 478 – 871 Iodine 3.0 240 1998 –
Tull s N 60,000 345 – 980 Iodine 5.0 200 1998 –

allocated roughly 25 nights per year; that alloca-
tion was augmented with as many as 50 additional
nights per year on the smaller Coudé Auxiliary Tele-
scope. The first assessment of the occurrence rate
of exoplanets (Cumming et al. 1999) and the first
assessment of the impact of the impact of photo-
spheric magnetic activity on radial velocity preci-
sion (Saar et al. 1998) was made using data from
the Lick planet search program. The sample size
was increased (Fischer et al. 1999) to include an ad-
ditional ∼ 300 stars, with a focus on a subset of
metal-rich stars. Johnson et al. (2007) carried out a
search for planets orbiting subgiants. The Hamilton
spectrograph was also used to study the impact of
optical scrambling on radial velocity measurements
(Spronck et al. 2010, 2012a,b, 2013).

With the iodine modeling technique for the Lick
Hamilton and CTIO CHIRON programs, the spec-
trum is divided into many small chunks, typically
2 or 3 Å wide, and the wavelength solution, the
spectral line spread function, and the Doppler shift
are modeled for every chunk. Each spectral chunk
provides an independent estimate of the relative
Doppler shift that is good to about 30 – 50 m s−1

and 3σ outliers are rejected. Then, a weighted un-
certainty is calculated for each chunk as follows.
First, the difference, di, between the velocity for
each ith chunk and the median velocity of all chunks
in a given observation is calculated:

di = veli −median(vel) (1)

The uncertainty in the measurement for each chunk,
σi, reflects the ability of that chunk to consistently
report a Doppler shift and it is determined over sev-
eral observations as the standard deviation of di for
n observations:

σi = stddev(di[1], ..., di[nobs]) (2)

Thus, di for a particular chunk may be large (or
small) with many observations, but as long as it is
consistently large (or small), σi for the chunk will be
small. This allows for offsets between chunks (e.g.,
that might occur because of stitching errors in the

CCD or other instrumental issues). Chunks with
values of di that are erratic from one observation to
the next will have a large uncertainty, σi. A subtle
corollary is that the sigma for a given chunk is better
determined as more observations are accumulated,
i.e., the uncertainty for a specific observation can
change slightly as future observations are analyzed.

The single measurement precision (SMP) at Lick
was limited by instrumental errors, rather than pho-
ton statistics. The Hamilton spectrograph was not
a stabilized instrument and this set the floor for the
SMP of Doppler measurements to about 3 m s−1

(Butler et al. 1996) with rms velocities greater than
5 m s−1. Figure 1 (left) shows the dependence of
estimated internal errors on the SNR of the observa-
tions. The different families of errors (depicted with
different plot symbols) correspond to eras where
the CCD detectors were changed on the Hamilton
spectrograph. In particular, the worst radial veloc-
ity precision for the Lick program occurred when a
thinned CCD (dewar 6) was used; this device suf-
fered from charge diffusion that broadened the SLSF
and yielded a significantly degraded velocity preci-
sion. Figure 1 (right) is a histogram of the rms of
the velocities. No trends or Keplerian signals were
fitted out and most stars have rms velocities that
were greater than the 10 m s−1 boundary of the
plot.

The Lick planet search program demonstrates the
importance of using a stable, special-purpose instru-
ment. Several different detectors were used over the
course of the 25 year program and each of these
changes to the instrument introduced systematic
offsets in the time series radial velocity data. Im-
proving the instrument stability was difficult in the
large coudé room where large seasonal temperature
were observed. The Lick planet search program was
retired as the new Automated Planet Finder was
being brought online.

2.2. 10-m Keck-1 with HIRES spectrograph, 1996 –

In the early days of radial velocity planet searches,
HIRES (Vogt et al. 1994) on the Keck 10-m tele-
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Figure 1. Single measurement precision as a function of SNR (left) for dewar 13 (blue triangles) used from 1994 - 1997, dewar
6 (green diamonds) from 1998 - 2000, and dewar 8 (red circles) from 2001 - 2011. The radial velocity rms scatter (right) is
plotted for data from the Hamilton spectrograph at Lick Observatory; most stars have rms scatter greater than the 10 m s−1

cutoff (Figures provided by Debra Fischer).

scope52 was one of the instruments that made high
impact contributions to exoplanet detections. The
program began in 1996 and has continued opera-
tions to this day. The spectrometer was designed as
a slit-fed instrument and originally configured for
a Doppler planet search with a wavelength range
of 389 – 618 nm and a 0 .′′8 slit that provides a
moderate resolution of about 55,000 (higher resolu-
tion can be achieve by narrowing the slit with an
accompanying loss of light). In 2004, the detector
was upgraded to a mosaic of three CCDs, provid-
ing wavelength coverage of 364 – 479 nm, 498 – 642
nm, and 655 – 797 nm for each detector respec-
tively. The wavelength calibration is achieved with
an iodine reference cell and the Doppler analysis is
therefore restricted to wavelengths between 510 –
620 nm. Although HIRES is not in a vacuum en-
closure, the temperature is a fairly stable (1◦ ± 1◦

C) in the instrument room.
The primary science goals are planet detection

and characterization for a broad range of stellar
populations (Vogt et al. 2010a,b). A hallmark of
the Keck program is the collaborative integration
of projects from several principal investigators, us-
ing a time-sharing scheme that pools 40 – 60 nights
per year. This strategy improves the observing ca-
dence for several programs, including the California
Planet Search (CPS; Howard et al. 2010), the N2K
(“next 2000”) search for gas giant planets around
metal rich stars (Fischer et al. 2005), a search for
planets orbiting subgiants (Johnson et al. 2007) and
the “Eta-Earth” program to systematically search
for low mass planets (3 − −30M⊕) orbiting in

52 Presentation by Andrew Howard

the habitable zone of the nearest 230 GKM stars
(Howard et al. 2009). Keck HIRES programs also
follow up transiting planets (e.g., Kepler , K2, HAT-
NET) to determine masses (Marcy et al. 2014b;
Weiss & Marcy 2014; Marcy et al. 2014a) and to
measure the Rossiter-McLaughlin effect (Sanchis-
Ojeda et al. 2015; Winn et al. 2011b,a, 2010). Keck
data have been used to derive planet occurrence
rates (Cumming et al. 2008; Howard et al. 2012)
and spectra have been used for characterization of
host star metallicity and activity (Fischer & Valenti
2005; Valenti & Fischer 2005; Isaacson & Fischer
2010). Collectively, more than 4000 stars have been
observed and analyzed from Keck-HIRES.

Before the HIRES detector upgrade, a number
of detector-related noise sources produced flux de-
pendent errors. After correcting for this effect, the
SMP was 3 m s−1. When the detector was up-
graded in August 2004, the SMP improved to about
1.5 m s−1 for a SNR of 200 and reached a floor of
about 1 m s−1 for SNRs approaching 500. The ra-
dial velocity rms is typically greater than 2 m s−1

because of instrumental errors, limitations of the
iodine technique (Isaacson & Fischer 2010; Spronck
et al. 2015), and the impact of stellar photospheric
velocities, or stellar “jitter.” Figure 2 (left) shows
the dependence of estimated internal errors for CPS
observations as a function of the SNR of the obser-
vations. Figure 2 (right) is a histogram of the rms
of the velocities (without attempting to remove any
trends or Keplerian signals).

Although the iodine technique enables the use
of general purpose instruments for precise Doppler
measurements, this method requires high SNR
(about 200 per pixel) for the forward modeling pro-
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Figure 2. Radial velocity precision (left) and rms velocity scatter for Doppler measurements by the California Planet Search
team using the HIRES at Keck. (Courtesy of Andrew Howard)

cess. The variable SLSF contributes to increased
scatter in the radial velocity measurements and lim-
its the ability to take advantage of the exceptional
signal to noise that is possible with a 10-m tele-
scope. The CPS team is now designing SHREK, a
new stabilized instrument for the Keck II telescope.

2.3. 2.7 McDonald and Tull Coudé spectrograph,
1998 –

The Tull spectrograph (Tull et al. 1995) has been
used at the 2.7-m Harlan J. Smith telescope at Mc-
Donald Observatory53 for exoplanet searches since
1998 and more than 10,000 RV measurements have
been made over the past 15 years. The observing
time is scheduled roughly once per month. The
spectral resolution is 60,000 and the wavelength
range is 345 – 1000 nm. The spectrometer is not
environmentally stabilized and it is slit-fed; wave-
length calibration is carried out with an iodine ref-
erence cell, restricting Doppler analysis to the wave-
length range of 510 – 620 nm.

As shown in Figure 3 there are about 200 stars on
the exoplanet survey with the Tull spectrograph; 82
of these stars have an extensive baseline of observa-
tions. The primary science goal of this program is
the detection of Jupiter analogs at 4 – 5 AU.

The internal errors represent the formal uncer-
tainty of the weighted mean of the individual RVs
that are modeled for small spectral chunks. These
chunks are typically 2 – 3 Å wide and the internal er-
ror depends on the overall width of the distribution
of the accepted chunks (extreme deviating chunk
RVs are rejected) and their total number. A de-
tailed description can be found in (Endl et al. 2000).
The mean SMP errors peak at about 5 m s−1 and
the velocity rms scatter peaks at about 6 – 7 m s−1.
When observing the sun through a solar port where
there is a more homogeneous illumination of the slit,
the RV data routinely improves to a precision of 2 –
3 m s−1 demonstrating the importance of uniform
illumination of the spectrometer optics.

The most important weaknesses of this program
are that this is a large multi-setup, multi-user in-

53 Presentation by Michael Endl

strument with complex, large optics, relatively poor
telescope image stability and guiding and a 2-pixel
sampling of the instrumental profile. The detector
is a Tektronix CCD (circa 1990). The project could
likely be improved with a new 15-micron CCD, oc-
tagonal fiber link, wavefront sensor for focus, and
fast tip/tilt for image stabilization.

2.4. 3.9-m AAT and UCLES Coudé spectrograph,
1998 –

The Anglo-Australian Planet Search (AAPS) has
been in continuous operation since 1998, using
the University College London Echelle Spectro-
graph (UCLES) at the 3.9-m Anglo-Australian Tele-
scope54. The 1 arcsecond slit is used for the AAPS
and corresponds to a resolution of 45,000. The
instrument wavelength range extends from 4780 –
8415 Å and the instrument employs an iodine ref-
erence cell for wavelength calibration. For flexible
scheduling, the program uses an automated queue-
based observing system, which controls instrument
configuration, removes operator error, and imple-
ments parallel detector readout and telescope slew-
ing.

UCLES on the AAT has concentrated on the same
sample of 240 stars from 1998 to 2012, detecting
more than 45 new planets orbiting these stars (But-
ler et al. 2001; Carter et al. 2003; Bailey et al. 2009;
O’Toole et al. 2009; Tinney et al. 2011; Wittenmyer
et al. 2014). The AAPS has entered its final phase of
operations and is concentrating on the key science
question: What is the occurrence rate of Jupiter-
analogs, gas giant planets still orbiting beyond the
frost line with no inner gas giant planets? Owing
to the legacy of the 17-year continuously-observed
sample, the AAPS remains a leader in the detection
of long-period planets.

Although UCLES is a non-stabilized spectro-
graph, the AAPS has achieved a velocity precision
of ∼3 m s−1 per epoch at a signal-to-noise of 200
per pixel and a resolution of 45,000. The quoted
velocity uncertainties from the AAPS include the
effects of photon-counting uncertainties, residual er-

54 Information provided by Rob Wittenmyer
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Figure 3. (left) Estimated single measurement precision as a function of SNR using the Tull spectrograph on the 2.7-m Harlan
Smith Telescope at McDonald Observatory. Different color plot symbols are for different stars. (right) Radial velocity scatter
(right) for the stars observed with this same spectrograph at McDonald Observatory. (Courtesy of Michael Endl)

Figure 4. Radial velocity scatter (right) for UCLES. (Cour-
tesy of Robert Wittenmyer)

rors in the spectrograph PSF model, and variation
between the underlying iodine-free template spec-
trum and spectra observed through the iodine cell.
The spectrum is broken up into several hundred 2 Å
chunks and velocities are derived from each chunk
(Butler et al. 1996). The final radial velocity mea-
surement is determined as the mean of the chunks,
and the quoted internal uncertainties are estimated
from the scatter of the individual chunks (Butler
et al. 1996). Figure 4 is a histogram of the rms of
the velocities (without attempting to remove any
trends or Keplerian signals).

Over the lifetime of the AAPS, the team has
worked to improve the stability and precision of
the radial velocity measurements. In 2005 the pro-
gram began using longer integrations, which aver-
aged over stellar oscillation noise (O’Toole et al.
2008) and delivered higher SNR (typically 400). As
a result, the systematic and stellar uncertainties
were reduced below 2 m s−1 as demonstrated for

the bright triple-planet-hosting star 61 Vir (Vogt
et al. 2010b). This long-term stability is reflected
in the number of long-period systems detected by
AAPS; the majority of AAPS planets (62±13%)
have periods longer than one year.

To advance the precision at the AAT, a next-
generation spectrograph, Veloce, is being built
as a replacement for UCLES, with commission-
ing planned in late 2016. Veloce is an asymmet-
ric white-pupil echelle spectrograph that employs
the innovations used by other PRV instruments
(e.g. G-CLEF, SALT-HRS, and KiwiSpec) to maxi-
mize velocity stability: dual-shell thermal enclosure,
vacuum-enclosed echelle grating, octagonal fibres,
an innovative ball-lens double scrambler, and wave-
length calibration with an ultra-stablized pulsed-
laser frequency comb (Murphy et al. 2007). This
calibration source will be injected into the simulta-
neous calibration fiber feed to achieve a wavelength
calibration better than 20 cm s−1.

2.5. 9.2-m Hobby-Eberly telescope and HRS
spectrometer, 2001 –

The High Resolution Spectrograph (HRS; Tull
1998) was commissioned at the 9.2-m Hobby-Eberly
Telescope (HET) at McDonald Observatory55 in
2001 and carried out a search for exoplanets through
2013. The instrument and telescope are currently
closed for the HET upgrade project, but will be
recommissioned in 2016. The wavelength range of
HRS is 408 – 784 nm and the spectral resolution is
R=60,000. An iodine reference cell is used for wave-
length calibration. The instrument is not stabilized
for temperature or pressure. Observations are car-
ried out in queue mode scheduling and stars are
observed between 1 and 5 times per month. Over
the past 10 years, more than 1600 RV measurements
have been obtained.

The primary targets on the HRS program are 41
faint stars; these are typically M dwarfs with ap-
parent magnitudes of 10 < V < 12. There is also a
program to carry out follow-up of Kepler transiting

55 Presentation by Michael Endl
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planet candidates for mass determination.
There are about 65% slit losses with the HRS.

This occurs because the slit must be narrowed to
reach a resolution of 60,000. As a result, the HRS
observations have a SNR that is typically around
100; this reduces the Doppler precision when mod-
eling with the iodine technique and yields estimated
SMP errors that range from 4 to 8 m s−1 with a
long term velocity rms that is greater than 6 m s−1

(Figure 5).
The instrument does not have an exposure me-

ter; this is particularly critical for HET because the
telescope design produces variable illumination at
the telescope pupil. The HRS-upgrade project is
now underway with plans to provide image slicers
for an increase in resolution to 70,000, a new effi-
cient cross disperser, octagonal fiber feeds to pro-
vide some scrambling, and an exposure meter. The
improved efficiency should allow for observations of
stars that are about two magnitudes fainter with the
same SNR. The team notes that the last twelve RV
measurements of sigma Draconis show a low rms of
1 m s−1. These observations were taken when the
outer ring of the HET mirror segments were already
taken off, pointing to a possible problem with the
optical quality of the camera that was improved by
stopping down the pupil to stabilize the PSF.

2.6. 3.6-m ESO telescope and HARPS, 2003 –

The High Accuracy Radial Velocity Planet
Searcher (HARPS) spectrometer was commissioned
in 2003 (Mayor et al. 2003; Pepe et al. 2002) on the
3.6-m telescope at La Silla56 in Chile and was the
first spectrograph to be specifically designed for a
Doppler exoplanet survey. The instrument operates
in a vacuum enclosure with a stable temperature of
17◦±0.01◦ C and the operating pressure is kept sta-
ble to better than 0.01 mbar since pressure changes
will introduce drifts in the spectrum at the level
of about 100 m s−1 per mbar. The fiber-fed instru-
ment has a resolution of 115,000 and the calibration
of the entire wavelength range from 380 nm to 690
nm is achieved with simultaneous reference from a
Thorium-Argon lamp with a second fiber to track
instrumental drifts during the night. Doppler mea-
surements are obtained by cross-correlating each
spectrum with a template mask. HARPS uses a
fiber double scrambler (Avila & Singh 2008) to in-
vert the near and far fields producing a scrambling
gain of about 10,000 for consistent illumination of
the optics. HARPS ushered in a new era for radial
velocity measurements, and was the first instrument
to deliver better than 1 m s−1 RV measurement pre-
cision.

Several exoplanet programs are carried out with
HARPS, including a search of metal-rich and metal-
poor stars (Santos et al. 2014), an M dwarf exo-
planet search (Bonfils et al. 2013), and a search for
super-Earth and Neptune mass planets around FGK
stars (Pepe et al. 2011). The particular HARPS
program that was highlighted at the EPRV work-
shop was the high precision program that focuses

56 Presentation by Christophe Lovis

on detection of the lowest mass exoplanets to reveal
population statistics around FGK type stars.

HARPS and HARPS-N both use the cross corre-
lation technique (Baranne et al. 1996; Pepe et al.
2002). The internal uncertainties are calculated as
the quadratic sum of three different contributions:
1) photon and readout noise, 2) wavelength cali-
bration error, and 3) instrumental drift error. The
radial velocity (RV) uncertainty caused by photon
and readout noise is obtained by propagating er-
ror bars from the spectrum to the weighted CCF
(Pepe et al. 2002), and computing the fundamental
RV uncertainty on the CCF using the formula in
Bouchy et al. (2001). A global uncertainty on the
wavelength calibration is estimated from the rms
dispersion of Thorium Argon (ThAr) lines around
the wavelength solutions, as well as the total num-
ber of fitted ThAr lines. Finally, a drift uncertainty
is also computed as the fundamental RV uncertainty
on the simultaneous reference fiber. Combined to-
gether, these error sources provide a lower bound to
the true error bars on the RVs. Additional contri-
butions from stellar photospheric velocities, back-
ground contamination, and other instrumental ef-
fects should also be added in quadrature to the in-
ternal errors (Dı́az et al. 2016; Santerne et al. 2015).

It is worth noting that HARPS was a significant
financial investment for the European Southern Ob-
servatories (ESO), reflecting a strong vision and po-
litical commitment to the improvement of spectrom-
eters for exoplanet detection. As Figure 6 (left)
shows, a velocity precision of 0.8 m s−1 is achieved
with SNR of 200. Higher SNR improves the sin-
gle measurement precision to better than 0.5 m s−1.
The long term velocity rms scatter shown in Figure
6 (right) is also significantly lower than the velocity
scatter with the iodine technique; many stars show
an rms that is less than 2 m s−1. HARPS pushed
the instrumental errors lower by a factor of two rel-
ative to the general-purpose spectrometers with io-
dine reference cells for wavelength calibration.

Importantly, the team sees evidence for photo-
spheric activity that is imprinted in the stellar
spectrum by using several indicators: line bisector
shapes and variations in the full width half max for
the CCF, and emission in the cores of Ca II H & K
lines (Queloz et al. 2001; Figueira et al. 2013; Gomes
da Silva et al. 2012) The precision on HARPS is af-
fected by guiding errors and variations in the focus,
both of which lead to variable illumination of the
spectrometer optics and instabilities in the SLSF
Last summer, the team implemented new octago-
nal fibers to produce a higher scrambling gain for
the light injected into the spectrograph. The instru-
ment is also now equipped with a laser frequency
comb (LFC) for a better wavelength calibration.
The commissioning tests with the LFC demonstrate
a dramatic improvement in precision and also iden-
tified stitching errors in the pixel format of the CCD
(discussed in Section 3.1).

An important lesson learned from HARPS is that
higher SNR, higher resolution, and higher fidelity
spectra are needed to make significant progress on
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Figure 5. Radial velocity precision as a function of SNR (left) and radial velocity scatter (right) for HRS. (Courtesy of Michael
Endl)

Figure 6. Single measurement precision as a function of SNR (left) and radial velocity scatter (right) at HARPS for the target
sample of FGK dwarfs to search for super Earth and Neptune mass exoplanets with HARPS. (Courtesy of Christophe Lovis)

disentangling stellar activity from the center of mass
velocities for chromospherically quiet stars. In re-
sponse to this, the team is building ESPRESSO on
the Very Large Telescope (VLT) at Paranal in Chile.

2.7. Haute Provence 1.93-m telescope and
SOPHIE spectrometer, 2006 –

The ELODIE spectrograph (Baranne et al. 1996)
that was used to discover 51 Peg b (Mayor & Queloz
1995) and other exoplanets with the 1.93-m tele-
scope at Observatoire de Haute-Provence was re-
placed by the SOPHIE57 spectrograph in 2006 (Per-
ruchot et al. 2008). That instrument has a resolu-
tion of 75,000 with spectral sampling of two pixels
FWHM. The wavelength range is 387 – 694 nm and
wavelength calibration is carried out with thorium
argon injected in a second fiber for simultaneous
wavelength calibration. In 2011, a significant up-
grade was made to the spectrometer, and an octag-
onal fiber was added to provide better scrambling
and to improve the precision (Bouchy et al. 2013).

Among the different SOPHIE planet surveys, the
high-precision program focuses on 190 G & K dwarfs
using ∼ 16% of the telescope time distributed in

57 Presentation by Francois Bouchy

fractional nightly allocations. The primary science
goal is to search for Super-Earth and Neptune mass
planets. There are also follow up programs for tran-
sit candidates and plans for future TESS follow-up.

As illustrated in Figure 7 (left) the estimated
SMP errors are about 1 m s−1 for SNR of 200. This
SNR is reached in about fifteen minutes on V=7.5
stars. This exposure time is adequate to average
over p-mode oscillations in solar type stars. There
are 49 stars with more than 20 measurements and
Figure 7 (right) shows that the velocity rms peaks
at ∼ 3 m s−1.

One challenge with SOPHIE is the thermal cou-
pling between the spectrograph and the telescope
pillar, which introduces annual uncontrolled tem-
perature variations. There are plans to improve the
thermal control. The ThAr wavelength calibration
is one of the current limiting factors in the RV pre-
cision and there are plans to implement a Fabry-
Pérot etalon for simultaneous drift and wavelength
calibration. A new data reduction package is also
being installed with all of the improvements from
the most recent HARPS pipeline.

One lesson from SOPHIE is that the charge trans-
fer inefficiency of the CCD is a critical parameter.
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Figure 7. Theoretical uncertainty based on SNR and radial velocity scatter for the SOPHIE spectrograph. (Courtesy of
Francois Bouchy)

In addition, scrambling of both the near and far field
of the fiber output beam is important; the octagonal
fiber was critical for helping to keep the RV preci-
sion of SOPHIE competitive. Finally, all available
spectroscopic indicators (e.g., line bisectors, FWHM
of the cross correlation function, Ca II H & K line
core emission) should be used to help interpret any
signals in the radial velocity measurements.

2.8. 6-m Magellan telescope with the PFS
spectrometer, 2010 –

The Planet Finder Spectrograph (PFS; Crane
et al. 2006) was commissioned at the 6.5-m Magel-
lan telescope58 in 2010 and continues to be used to
search for exoplanets. About 30 nights are allocated
in 10-day runs each semester. The echelle grating
is in a vacuum enclosure and the instrument has
active thermal control. This slit-fed spectrograph
has a resolution of 76,000 with a 0.5 arc second slit.
The wavelength range extends from 390 to 670 nm
and an iodine cell is used to calibrate the spectrum
between 510 and 620 nm for Doppler measurements.

There are about 530 stars on the Magellan PFS
Doppler survey. The primary goal of this program is
the detection of low mass companions around stars
that are closer than 50 parsecs. There is also a col-
laborative program to obtain Rossiter-McLaughlin
measurements to determine the coplanarity of tran-
siting exoplanet orbits and follow-up programs for
the Hungarian Automated Telescope - South (HAT-
S) and the Kepler “K2” mission.

Figure 8 (left) shows that the internal SMP for
PFS is about 1.2 m s−1 at a SNR level of 200, with
an rms floor (Figure 8, right) that typically ranges
between 2 – 4 m s−1. The typical SNR is about 300
for most Magellan PFS observations.

There are plans to refine the optical alignment
of the spectrograph to achieve better image qual-
ity. Additional upgrades are being implemented this
year, including replacing the CCD system with a de-
vice that has smaller pixels, better electronics and
faster readout. A pupil slicer is planned that will
feed six optical fibers to increase the resolving power

58 Presentation by Pamela Arriagada

and to introduce some scrambling.
The team is also improving the analysis to reduce

the number of free parameters in the forward mod-
eling of the iodine spectra. The higher resolution
template spectra provide higher precision especially
for late-type stars. High cadence observations are
an advantage for detecting short-period planets dur-
ing the 10-day observing runs. However, the gaps in
these data sets also cause statistical sampling prob-
lems for detecting lower amplitude systems where
the prospective Keplerian velocity amplitudes are
comparable to the photospheric velocity jitter.

2.9. 1.5-m CTIO telescope with the CHIRON
spectrometer, 2011 –

The CHIRON spectrometer (Tokovinin et al.
2013) was commissioned at the SMARTS 1.5-m
CTIO telescope59 in 2011 and is still being used for
exoplanet searches. The instrument was upgraded
and recommissioned in 2012 with a new echelle grat-
ing in a vacuum enclosure, two stages of thermal
control (the spectrograph enclosure and an outer
room maintain temperature stability to ±1C), an
exposure meter for calculating the observation mid-
points for barycentric velocity corrections, an oc-
tagonal fiber feed for better scrambling, and a new
CCD controller for faster readouts. The wavelength
range of CHIRON extends from 440 to 650 nm with
partial orders from 620 – 870 nm. Wavelength cali-
bration is accomplished with an iodine cell, limiting
the Doppler information to the wavelength subin-
terval from 510 – 620 nm. The bare fiber produces
a spectral resolution of 28,000. An image slicer
was built to increase the resolution to 90,000 and
maximize throughput; however, the Doppler preci-
sion with the slicer was limited to a few meters per
second, probably because of unstable illumination
of the slicer and imperfect flat-fielding through the
fiber slicer. Instead, a slit mask in front of the fiber
is used for the high precision mode. This increases
the resolution to either R = 90, 000 or R = 140, 000,
albeit at the cost of lost light.

The primary goal of the CHIRON program was

59 Presentation by Debra Fischer
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Figure 8. Estimated single measurement precision as a function of SNR (left) and radial velocity scatter for PFS. (Courtesy
of Pamela Arriadada)
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Figure 9. Single measurement precision (left) and radial velocity scatter for ten bright stars observed with CHIRON at CTIO.
(Courtesy of Debra Fischer)

the search for planets around alpha Centauri A and
B and the program also included 35 bright stars.
The low throughput associated with a high resolu-
tion spectrograph on a small telescope required two
hour exposures on stars fainter than V = 5. This ul-
timately lead to a program re-scope to concentrate
on the brightest stars with the goal of understand-
ing the limitations of radial velocity precision for
detection of lower mass planets. The program uses
queue scheduling (Brewer et al. 2014) and this en-
ables observations of a few bright stars on virtually
every clear night.

The radial velocities and uncertainties are cal-
culated as described in Section 2.1. At a SNR of
200, the SMP errors for CHIRON are 1 m s−1 and

the SMP improves to 0.5 m s−1 as the SNR ap-
proaches 500. Figure 9 (left) shows the dependence
of estimated internal errors on the SNR of the ob-
servations. Figure 9 (right) is a histogram of the
rms of the velocities (no trends or Keplerian signals
were removed) with a minimum rms of 2 m s−1.
The fairly narrow range in rms velocities occurs be-
cause the program concentrated on chromospheri-
cally quiet stars.

The alpha Cen survey suffered from increasing
contamination as the separation of the two binary
stars decreased from 6 arcseconds in 2011 to 4 arc-
seconds in 2013 (when the project was put on hold).
The contamination was significant with 2.′′7 fiber,
selected to accommodate the frequent poor seeing
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at the observatory. A technique was developed to
fit for scaled flux contamination when modeling the
radial velocity of each star, however this only pro-
vided a precision of 3 m s−1.

CHIRON demonstrated the advantage of a fiber-
fed instrument and very high cadence Doppler ob-
servations. The biggest challenge with CHIRON is
the struggle to obtain the high SNR needed for 1
m s−1 precision with the iodine technique; this is
difficult on a small aperture telescope and there
were additional challenges with poor guiding and
telescope control system failures. As a result, the
program goals shifted to understanding the limita-
tions of radial velocity precision by focusing on a
small subset of the very brightest stars.

Perhaps the most important lesson from CHIRON
is that even with a more stable instrument, parame-
ter degeneracies in forward modeling were identified
that ultimately limit the RV precision (in addition
to stellar jitter) with the iodine technique (Spronck
et al. 2015). While a more precise wavelength cal-
ibrator that spans a broader wavelength range on
CHIRON is desirable, the instrument is not in a
vacuum enclosure and CHIRON was not designed
to be stable enough for simultaneous thorium ar-
gon or laser frequency combs. The lesson here is
that a change in wavelength calibration is not al-
ways an easy retrofit; it is something that needs to
be designed into the instrument from the start. The
team is now building on lessons learned with CHI-
RON in the design of a new spectrometer, the EX-
treme PREcision Spectrograph (EXPRES) for the
4.3-m Discovery Channel Telescope (commissioning
is planned for summer 2017). This vacuum-enclosed
white pupil design spectrometer will have a resolu-
tion of R=150,000, a broad wavelength range, and
calibration with a laser frequency comb.

2.10. PARAS

PARAS (PRL Advanced Radial-velocity Abu-sky
Search) is currently India’s only exoplanet search
and characterization program60 and started sci-
ence observations in 2012 (Chakraborty et al. 2010,
2014). PARAS obtains a single-shot spectral cover-
age of 3800 – 9500Å at a resolution of 67,000 with
4-pixel sampling. Radial velocity measurements are
calculated using simultaneous wavelength calibra-
tion with a Thorium-Argon (ThAr) hollow cathode
lamp. The spectrograph is maintained under stable
temperature conditions and enclosed in a vacuum
vessel. The enclosure has active temperature con-
trol to correct for thermal conduction through the
concrete pier under the spectrograph; temperature
is monitored both inside the vacuum chamber and
in the room, and corrections for the heat loss or gain
are applied by changing the heater power. This pro-
vides an rms thermal stability of 25 ± 0.009C dur-
ing the night. The typical vacuum stability is about
0.05 millibar during a night of observations. An e2v
deep depletion 4kx4k CCD is used for imaging the
spectra along with the ARC Inc., Leach Controller

60 Presentation by Abhijit Chakraborty

for CCD electronics and interface with Computer.
Simultaneous ThAr exposure along with a ThAr ex-
posure immediately after the observation is used to
correct for instrument drifts with an rms error of 90
cm s−1 or better (Chakraborty et al. 2014).

The blaze peak efficiency of the spectrograph be-
tween 5000 Å and 6500Å, including the detector,
is about 30%; and about 25% including the fiber
transmission. The total efficiency, including spec-
trograph, fiber transmission, focal ratio degradation
(FRD), and telescope (with 81% reflectivity consid-
ering primary and secondary mirrors) is ∼ 7% in
this same wavelength region.

The PARAS data analysis pipeline (Chakraborty
et al. 2014) is custom-designed and based on the
REDUCE routines of Piskunov & Valenti (2002).
The pipeline performs the routine tasks of cosmic
ray correction, dark subtraction, order tracing, and
order extraction. A thorium line list is used to cre-
ate a weighted mask which calculates the overall
instrument drift, based on the simultaneous ThAr
exposures.

RVs are derived by cross-correlating the target
spectra with a suitable numerical stellar template
mask. The stellar mask is created from a syn-
thetic spectrum of the star, and contains the ma-
jority of deep photospheric absorption lines (Pepe
et al. 2002, and references therein). RV measure-
ment errors include photon noise errors (Bouchy
et al. 2001) and other errors like those associated
with fitting the cross correlation function. Typi-
cally, two to three RV points are used to calculate
the nightly mean velocity. Chakraborty et al. (2014)
demonstrate a mean nightly rms scatter of 1.2 m s−1

for the star Sigma Draconis over a period of seven
months and 1 m s−1 for HD 9407 over ∼ 30 days.
Additional velocities now show 1.4 m s−1 over two
years for Sigma Draconis and 1 m s−1 for tau Ceti
over a period of 40 days.

Figure 10 shows the estimated measurement pre-
cision of PARAS for 27 bright stars since the be-
ginning of observations in 2012. These sources have
at least 10 epochs of observations spanning more
than 30 days. On a clear photometric night with
90% reflectivity on the telescope primary and sec-
ondary mirrors, a SNR of 200 per 3km s−1 RV bin
is reached in about 15 minutes on a 6.5-magnitude
star.

The small telescope aperture of 1.2-m with its
large tracking errors (of the order of 1 to 1.5 arc-
seconds) is one of the greatest short comings of the
project. A combination of octagonal and circular
fibers (without a double scrambler) helps to stabi-
lize illumination of the spectrograph optics. Instead
of a pinhole at the telescope focal plane, a focal re-
ducer is used to focus the F/4.5 beam on the octag-
onal fiber. The image of the star slightly overfills
the fiber which is about 2 arcsecs on the sky. This
helps to take care of telescope tracking and atmo-
spheric scintillation issues at the cost of some light
loss.

The team plans to move PARAS to a new 2.5-m
telescope in late 2019 or early 2020 with a fast tip-
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Figure 10. Precision and radial velocity scatter for PARAS. (Courtesy of Abhijit Chakraborty) The plot on the left shows
the nightly RV scatter as a function of SNR in 3 km s−1 bins and the plot on the right is a histogram of the long term rms
scatter for 27 bright stars.

tilt image stabilizer and an ADC at the Cassegrain
focus for proper injection of light into the fiber. The
new telescope will have rms tracking and jitter er-
rors of less than 0.1 arcsecsonds. The temperature
control and spectrograph room will be redesigned to
alleviate the present deficiencies like the heat con-
duction issues from the pier and to achieve thermal
stability of 25±0.001C. This will eliminate the need
for taking large number of ThAr calibrations during
the night, providing additional time for more stellar
observations.

2.11. 3.5-m TNG telescope with the HARPS-N
spectrometer, 2012 –

In 2012, a near twin of HARPS was commissioned
at the Telescopio Nazionale Galileo (TNG) observa-
tory61. The vacuum enclosed instrument, HARPS-
N, has temperature and pressure stabilization, a res-
olution of 115,000 and wavelength range from 383
to 693 nm. HARPS-N was initially commissioned
with Thorium Argon simultaneous calibration, with
a planned upgrade to an optical frequency comb.
The instrument is fed by a combination of octag-
onal fiber and double scrambler, which inverts the
near and far fields. A failure of the CCD delayed
the debut of this instrument, but regular operations
are now underway.

HARPS-N is being used for several collabora-
tive exoplanet detection programs (Cosentino et al.
2014), including the Global Architecture of Plane-
tary Systems (GAPS; Covino et al. 2013) program.
In summer 2015, a novel program was started to
carry out solar observations with the goal of reach-
ing sufficient measurement precision to detect Venus
(Dumusque et al. 2015b). The solar observations are
one example of a project that is not photon starved,
and uses high cadence (5-minutes) for about 4 hours
each day, using a compact solar telescope to feed the
HARPS-N spectrograph. When using the HARPS-
N LFC, the error from the wavelength calibration
is only 6 cm s−1 and the estimated precision is a
few meters per second over the course of a week.

61 Presentations by David Phillips and Lars Buchhave

The project uses a photometric F − F ′ correction
(Aigrain et al. 2012; Dumusque et al. 2015b) from
the Solar Dynamo Observatory (SDO) images to re-
duce this to 1 m s−1.

The velocities and uncertainties are calculated as
described in Section 2.6. Figure 11 shows that the
measurement precision at HARPS-N is similar to
HARPS. The estimated SMP for SNR of 200 is be-
tween 0.5 – 1 m s−1. The rms velocity scatter peaks
at about 2 m s−1.

RePack is the name of a Doppler pipeline for
HARPS-N, written by Lars Buchhave. Here, the
internal uncertainties are calculated by cross cor-
relating either a high SNR observed spectrum or
a co-added combined spectrum (i.e., a template)
against the observed spectra. Typically, a delta
function template is used. This template consists
of weighted delta functions based on the measured
line centers of known absorption lines, so that each
line can contribute to the CCF with some weight.
Individual lines have a relatively poor wavelength
determination, often with several hundreds of me-
ters per second uncertainties. The final RV of each
order can thus be several hundreds of meters per sec-
ond offset compared to the other orders because of
the (combined) uncertainties in the position (wave-
lengths) of the delta function lines. The offset is the
average offset between the weighted delta function
lines compared to the actual stellar spectrum. This
can create problems when the spectrum is shifted
around by the barycentric correction, because lines
will move from higher to lower and lower to higher
SNR regions on the detector (because of the blaze
function). In other words, the combined RV offset
of the order can change because e.g. a strong line
might move towards lower SNR if it moves towards
the edge of the order.

In contrast, an observed template will yield RVs
for the individual orders that are more realistically
scattered around the RV shift between template and
observation. With RePack, a radial velocity mea-
surement is determined for each individual order
using a CCF and the internal uncertainty is cal-
culated as the photon weighted rms of the RVs for
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Figure 11. Histograms of the estimated SMP and radial velocity scatter for stars with more than 10 observations at HARPS-N.
(Courtesy of Lars Buchhave)

each order, divided by the square root of the total
number of orders used. The final RV is measured
by co-adding the CCFs for each order and then de-
termining the position of the co-added CCF peak.

The precision of HARPS-N allows for the detec-
tion of additional errors that are normally masked
by poorer precision data. A three-minute thermal
cycle on the cold plate in the CCD cryostat at
HARPS-N was identified and the thermal cycling
is believed to produce an expansion-contraction cy-
cle that slightly shifts the position of the CCD. The
temperature variations from the cold plate probe
correlate directly with wavelength (velocity) shifts
in the thorium argon calibration lines for short 20-
second exposures. The stability of the wavelength
solution was restored by taking 5-minute thorium-
argon observations to average over the cold-plate jit-
ter cycle. Two different data analysis pipelines have
been tested at HARPS-N; this was a useful exercise
that helped to identify new areas for improving the
RV precision.

2.12. 2.4-m APF with the Levy spectrometer, 2013
–

The 2.4-m Automated Planet Finder (APF;
Radovan et al. 2010; Vogt et al. 2014) is located
at Lick Observatory62 and the Levy spectrograph
was commissioned at the APF in 2013. The instru-
ment uses a narrow slit to reach resolutions up to
150,000. Like Keck-HIRES, the wavelength calibra-
tion is carried out with an iodine cell and therefore
the wavelength range used to derive Doppler veloci-
ties is limited to 510 – 620 nm. However, the spectra
span from 374 – 950 nm, enabling the use of chro-
mospheric diagnostics like the Ca II H & K lines.

The telescope time on the APF is divided be-
tween two groups; the Lick-Carnegie Planet Search
(LCPS) team at UC Santa Cruz observes about 100
stars and the California Planet Search (CPS) team
at UC Berkeley and the University of Hawaii ob-
serves a few hundred stars. The science goals of
both teams include detection and characterization
of low mass exoplanet systems and follow-up obser-

62 Presentations by Greg Laughlin and Andrew Howard

vations to better resolve components of multi-planet
systems. In the future, the APF will provide sup-
port for the NASA TESS mission. A big advantage
of the APF is that it is a robotic instrument and
the observing scripts can be launched from remote
sites (Burt et al. 2015). The unique combination of
large telescope time allocation and small user group
allows the facility to obtain very high cadence mea-
surements.

The CPS team aims for a fixed target SNR of
200 per observation; this yields estimated internal
errors of about 2 m s−1. Typically many observa-
tions are taken for each star during a given night
and the velocity is averaged to give better preci-
sion. Because the CPS team is observing stars with
low chromospheric activity and a known legacy of
Doppler velocities from Keck HIRES, the rms of the
velocities is a tighter distribution than Keck HIRES,
centered on 3 – 4 m s−1. Figure 12 (left) shows the
dependence of estimated internal errors on the SNR
of the observations. Figure 12 (right) is a histogram
of the rms of the velocities (without attempting to
remove any trends or Keplerian signals).

The Lick Carnegie team has estimated errors of
about 1.5 m s−1 per observation at a SNR of 200
and 1 m s−1 at SNR of 400 and the velocity rms is
typically greater than 2.5 m s−1. Figure 13 (left)
shows the dependence of estimated internal errors
on the SNR of the observations. Figure 13 (right) is
a histogram of the rms of the velocities (no trends
or Keplerian signals were removed).

The precision of the Levy spectrometer is limited
to about 1 m s−1 by the iodine reference cell. Al-
though the flexible scheduling has been critical for
this program, only a relatively small number of ob-
servations can be taken each night because of the
modest 2.4-m telescope aperture.

2.13. Hertzprung 1-m telescope with the SONG
spectrometer, 2014 –

The SONG spectrometer (Grundahl et al. 2011)
was commissioned in mid-2014 at the Mount Teide
Observatory in Tenerife63. The instrument has a

63 Presentation by Frank Grundahl
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Figure 12. Estimated precision (left) and radial velocity scatter (right) for Doppler measurements obtained by the California
Planet Search team using the Levy Spectrograph at the Automated Planet Finder. (Courtesy of Andrew Howard)
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Figure 13. Radial velocity precision as a function of SNR (left) and velocity rms (right) for the Lick Planet Search team with
the Levy Spectrograph at the Automated Planet Finder. (Courtesy of Greg Laughlin)

series of slits and is operated with a spectral res-
olution of 90,000 and an optical wavelength range
of 440 – 690 nm. The instrument is not in a stabi-
lized vacuum enclosure so an iodine reference cell is
used to measure Doppler shifts between 510 – 620
nm. The detector is a 2k by 2k Andor device with
2-second readout, suitable for measuring the oscilla-
tion periods of stars. There is a fast tip/tilt system
to help stabilize the slit illumination.

The science program focuses on a relatively small
sample of twelve stars with the goal of obtaining as-
teroseismology data, reaching a better understand-
ing of stellar physics and detecting exoplanets. Ex-
cept for time lost to weather, this is a dedicated
facility that obtains very high cadence observations
every night. The telescope will be part of a network
that spans the globe for nearly continuous obser-
vations of stars. The estimated SMP error (Figure
14) is about 2 – 4 m s−1 with an rms of about 4
m s−1. The best precision is obtained for K dwarfs,
but there is still large scatter in the RV errors.

SONG is optimal for bright targets. However,
the program is new, so the data analysis pipelines
are still being developed. The iodine cell is in a
collimated beam and demonstrated fringing; this

cell has just been replaced with a cell that has
wedged optical windows that are counter-rotated.
The small 1-m telescope aperture means that the
stars must be brighter than V of 6.5 for reasonable
exposure times and high SNR.

2.14. Future RV Programs

In addition to these ongoing Doppler planet
searches, there are several funded new spectrome-
ters that will come online in the few years, includ-
ing the first node of Network of Robotic Echelle
Spectrographs (NRES) on the LCOGT telescopes
in 2015 with a target RV precision of 3 m s−1 (East-
man et al. 2014), CARMENES in 2015 at the 3.5-m
Calar Alto Observatory (Quirrenbach et al. 2014),
HPF in 2016 on the 9-m HET (Mahadevan et al.
2012), MINERVA 1-m telescope array in 2016 at
Mt. Hopkins (Swift et al. 2015), Veloce in 2016
at the AAT; ESPRESSO in 2017 at the 8-m VLT
(Pepe et al. 2013), EXPRES in 2017 on the 4.3-m
Discovery Channel Telescope at Lowell Observatory,
SPIRou in 2017 at the 3.6-m CFHT (Artigau et al.
2014a), the NNEXPLORE spectrograph at the 3.5-
m WIYN telescope in 2018, iLOCATOR at the 8.4-
m Large Binocular Telescope in 2018 (Bechter et al.
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Figure 14. Radial velocity precision as a function of SNR for SONG and the histogram of nightly errors for 12 stars. One
star has internal nightly errors that are greater than 10 m s−1. (Courtesy of Frank Grundahl)

2015) and G-CLEF in 2020 at the GMT (Szentgy-
orgyi et al. 2012). For a more comprehensive list of
future instruments, see Tables 2 and 3 in Plavchan
et al. (2015).

3. INSTRUMENTATION CHALLENGES

Efforts to identify confusing sources of velocity
scatter from stellar photospheres will be more ef-
fective if the instrumental precision is securely be-
low the target RV precision for the stars64. These
requirements set the top level specifications for ob-
serving cadence and spectral resolution, which in
turn dictates the wavelength bandpass, type of
wavelength calibration, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR),
precision for the barycentric correction, and re-
quired stability for the spectral line spread function
(Connes 1985; Bouchy et al. 2001; Podgorski et al.
2014).

Asymmetric white pupil spectrograph designs of-
fer several advantages for PRV spectrometers. The
overall size of the optics and the instrument is re-
duced, and vignetting and aberrations are reduced.
The white pupil design offers higher efficiency and
better image quality than conventional designs with
the same resolution. White pupil designs have in-
trinsic cylindrical field curvature that is tradition-
ally mitigated with a toroidal (cylindrical) field flat-
tener that must be placed very close to the detector.
A curved CCD would be an ideal solution, but these

64 Presentations by Andrew Szentgyorgyi and Suvrath Ma-
hadevan

are not commercially available. Instead a Mangin
mirror can be used in place of the folding trans-
fer mirror to compensate for cylindrical field errors.
However, care must be taken since the Mangin mir-
ror can produce significant ghosts if it is not wedged.

High velocity precision requires high SNR and
broad wavelength bandpass, so a telescope of at
least a modest aperture is required for all except
the brightest stars. The size of spectrometer op-
tics increases with the size of the telescope unless
clever designs are implemented (e.g., the anamor-
phic design of ESPRESSO or single mode fibers be-
hind adaptive optics systems). The need for both
high resolution and broad bandwidth often implies
that two (or more) cameras will be required, each
with its own challenges. Often, the efficiency for the
blue arm of the instrument is challenging because of
the lower transmission of optical glasses below 420
nm and the fibers must be kept short to minimize
attenuation of light. Spectra obtained from the red
arm of the spectrometer have telluric contamination
that shift across the rest frame of the stellar spectra
because of the barycentric velocity of the Earth.

Camera designs for spectrometers fall into one
of two categories. Standard designs have 7-9
lenses that are independently testable. Fabrication
and alignment of these (mostly spherical) optics is
straightforward; however, there can be a significant
hit in terms of efficiency, ghosting and scattered
light. New high-dispersion glasses are now available
(Ohara and Nikon i-Line) that can reduce the num-
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ber of optical elements needed for standard camera
designs. The second type of camera is a pupil-folded
camera that uses aspheric components. These are
not independently testable and carry some risk in
manufacturing and alignment; however, the optics
are very efficient with few ghosting and scattered
light problems.

The need to precisely centroid spectral lines and
to track line profile variations from stellar pho-
tospheres (granulation, spots, plage, variations in
long-term magnetic fields) sets top-level require-
ments for environmental stability. The solution
from HARPS was to put the instrument in a vac-
uum chamber with vibration isolation. Tempera-
ture and pressure in vacuum enclosures are rou-
tinely controlled at the level of 10 mK and 10−2

Torr respectively; at this level, refractive index vari-
ations are no longer a problem. However, temper-
ature stability below 1 mK and pressure stability
below 10−7 Torr is desirable because this will stop
molecular transfer, providing a system that is al-
most completely radiatively coupled. This is the
state of the art for infrared instruments with liquid
nitrogen tanks and charcoal or zeolite getters for
cryo-pumping.

The ease of environmentally stabilizing a spec-
trometer is inversely proportional to the size of the
vacuum enclosure. Most enclosures are high grade
steel, which is easy to weld, or aluminum, which is
more difficult to weld. Optical benches have been
made out of aluminum (NRES, KiwiSpec, HPF),
mild steel (HARPS, ESPRESSO), invar and com-
posite material. All have virtues and drawbacks.
Aluminum is light weight, low cost, and low tech-
nical risk, but may pose a high performance risk
for radial velocity precision because of the thermal
properties that must be carefully controlled. Steel
is heavy, but easy to process, with high thermal
inertia and low cost. Invar is heavy with high ther-
mal inertia; it is difficult to manufacture, posing a
moderate technical and RV performance risk. The
design trade study for G-CLEF found that carbon
fiber epoxy met the systems engineering require-
ment with excellent conductivity and low thermal
inertia. There is some technical risk since this is a
new material and it is known to outgas water. How-
ever, in a vacuum, outgassing will decrease over time
to acceptable levels (may need to pump for about a
year).

As the spectrometers become more complex, a
higher level of systems engineering is required with
well-considered budgets for throughput, radial ve-
locity precision, sequencing, timing, and delivery
(e.g., Podgorski et al. 2014). New software pro-
grams are being developed to integrate these error
budgets and to track compliance; this makes it eas-
ier to understand the design impact if, for example,
a vendor delivers a component that does not meet
the specification (many components are still con-
tracted to vendors with a best effort commitment).
The error budget should distinguish between error
sources that can be calibrated out and those that
cannot. In their error budget for G-CLEF, Pod-
gorski et al. (2014) describe error sources that affect

the calibration and observations equally and there-
fore can be calibrated out with an extremely stable
instrument. These include:

• Thermal stability: thermo-elastic distortions
of the spectrograph can shift the spectra and
affect focus. For G-CLEF temperature loads
of 0.001C were applied in the FEA model (us-
ing the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observa-
tory Bisens software) and a lateral motion of
110 (55 cm/s) was identified; the solution was
to adopt lower CTE materials and improve
thermal control.

• Mechanical stability: the spectrometer is af-
fected by changes in atmospheric pressure out-
side the enclosure that result in deformation
of the spectrograph causing lateral shifts and
focus errors; vibrations can also cause lat-
eral shifts, focus errors, and PSF broadening;
instability of materials can occur; for exam-
ple from moisture desorption of the composite
bench with G-CLEF.

• Pressure changes: because the wavelength cal-
ibrator follows the same path and column den-
sity as the program observations this can be
calibrated out if the drift is slow compared to
the observation times.

• CCD stitching errors: the lithographic process
for making CCDs steps the mask in discrete
steps, leaving positional errors after blocks of
512 pixels. As Doppler shifts or barycentric
motion causes the spectral line to cross one of
these regions, a spurious wavelength shift will
be measured (Dumusque et al. 2015a). Ac-
cording to Paul Jorden, the stitching errors
have been reduced by a factor of three with
the current e2v devices.

Other error sources that cannot be calibrated out
(Podgorski et al. 2014), include:

• Barycentric errors: current state of the art
algorithms, when combined with precise ex-
posure meters, provide corrections good to 2
cm s−1.

• Software fitting errors: affect both the cali-
brator and extraction of the science spectra.

• Micro-vibration: it is possible to obtain ∼ 1
mg vibration control, but smaller vibrations
can be coupled to the detector and would
broaden the lines.

• Detector errors: including controller read-
out errors, intra-pixel QE variations, non-
identical pixel sizes, detector heating on read-
out, dependence of CTE on amount of carried
charge.

• Stray light: to minimize this, use baffling and
ghost or scattered light analysis in the instru-
ment design and keep the echelle orders well-
separated.
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• Tracking: this includes both telescope and on-
instrument tracking. For negligible contribu-
tion to the RV error, displacements should be
less than a quarter of the fiber diameter with
a scrambling gain of 10,000. This is possible
with octagonal fibers and a double scrambler
to invert the near and far field.

• Telescope focus errors and variable seeing con-
ditions will lead to variable instrument illumi-
nation, though translating this variation int
an RV error is difficult.

• Imperfect atmospheric dispersion compen-
sator: will vary the spatial illumination of the
optics in a wavelength dependent manner.

Imperfect atmospheric dispersion compensation
can potentially introduce systematic effects in the
measurements. For example, for fiber-fed spectrom-
eters, the photocenter of the image might not fall at
the center of the fiber at all the wavelengths. This
could change the measured spectral energy distri-
bution, introducing time-correlated changes in the
slopes of the echelle orders. Data reduction and
extraction should account for this, and algorithms
must be tested against the range of changing condi-
tions during commissioning. A second effect is that
chromatic dependence in the fiber illumination may
couple with scrambling efficiency and produce vari-
ations in the spatial illumination of the optics in a
wavelength dependent manner.

3.1. Detector Technology

Charge-coupled devices (CCDs) are the detector
of choice for optical spectrographs due to their high
quantum efficiency (QE), low noise, large dynamic
ranges, excellent linearity, and large pixel format
substrates65. CCD detector technology continues
to provide a steady improvement in performance
along with new and innovative features, which help
to make extreme precision RV measurements pos-
sible. This section summarizes the current state
of the art for CCD technology and highlights some
of their limitations in optical spectrograph perfor-
mance.

CCDs are sensitive over a broad wavelength range
from 350 – 950 nm, but require anti-reflection (AR)
coatings to achieve high QE. Simple coatings must
be optimized for specific wavelength ranges and
thus are not ideal for the broad wavelength ranges
of some spectrographs. More sophisticated graded
coatings are available, which have spatial gradients
in the AR coating to match the spectrograph band-
pass. The spatial pattern of the AR coating can
be customized for the spectrograph design — op-
timized spectral response is ideal for fixed format
spectrographs. In addition to improving the QE,
the AR coatings will minimize reflections and thus
minimize ghosts and fringes.

Inherent to CCD fabrication there are slight vari-
ations in the pixel spacing and geometry that can

65 Presentations by Andy Szentgyorgyi and Suvrath Ma-
hadevan

Figure 15. Example of the pixel image blocks required to
create a 2k x 2k pixel CCD with exaggerated random position
errors relative to the reference frame (image credit to e2v
technologies).

introduce errors in extreme precision RV measure-
ments. Construction of the CCDs manufactured by
e2V66 starts with a metal mask with a pattern of
amplifiers, registers and image region that defines
the structure of the device. The image area of the
CCD is fabricated with a photolithography process
by projecting a block of 512 x 512 pixels onto the
silicon image region. The number of pixels in a
block is limited by the field flatness of the camera.
To produce CCDs larger than 512 x 512 pixels re-
quires that the block mask be stepped and reimaged
(stitched) multiple times to form larger area devices.
A stepper motor moves the camera to position for
projecting the adjacent block images and each block
has a random alignment error relative to the stepper
reference frame as illustrated in Figure 15.

Two machines are used by e2V for the stitching
process. The Ultratech stepper will lay down up to
two blocks in x and multiple blocks in y with an
alignment precision of 250 nm. The stitching errors
for these devices can be seen by eye where the adja-
cent blocks overlap. The newer Nikon stepper will
lay down multiple blocks in x and y with a stepper
alignment precision of 90 nm. While each stitched
block is the same by design, there will be alignment
differences between the blocks. Even with perfect
alignment at the edges of the blocks, there can be a
measurable boundary effect because of overlapping
of the masks. Both pixel size variations and stitch-
ing errors can be calibrated with a laser frequency
comb or laser metrology (Shao et al. 2013).

Pixels on either side of the boundary can have
slightly different dimensions. There are magnifica-
tion and distortion errors in the photolithography
process that can influence alignment. The pixel
sizes have random uncertainties of ±150 nm (or 1%
for a 15-micron pixel) from the tolerances of the
lithographic process.

CCDs and complementary metal-oxide-

66 Presentation by Paul Jorden
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semiconductor (CMOS) chips exhibit pattern
noise caused by QE variations, multiple output am-
plifiers, surface defects, and process variations. The
pattern noise is small in modern detectors and fixed
structure can be removed with calibration images.
CCD output amplifiers can be manufactured with
low read noise (<2 e- rms) and consistent electrical
gain so that multiple outputs do not contribute
significantly to pattern noise. Process variations in
detector fabrication, such as pixel size, thin film
thickness, doping, metallization, and impurities
cause a pixel response non-uniformity (PRNU).
The pixel response uniformity in back-thinned
CCDs is best at 650 nm, with the non-uniformities
increasing at UV wavelengths from laser annealing
process and at red wavelengths due to fringing.
The PRNU can be improved with a good AR
coating and thick silicon devices.

To improve the QE response in the red and near
IR, deep depletion CCDs are fabricated with high-
resistivity silicon material (high ρ) and have less sili-
con removed during the thinning process to produce
thick (50-200 micron) devices. This results in the
pixel sky scraper effect where the height of the pixel
is very large compared to its width: for example, the
LSST chips are 100 microns thick with 10-micron
pixels. The high ρ silicon allows a greater depletion
layer within the tall pixel that minimizes the field-
free region near the surface and allows electrons pro-
duced there to be more readily captured and col-
lected within the pixel. This minimizes charge dif-
fusion effects — electrons wandering into neighbor-
ing pixels — and improves the modulation transfer
function (MTF), which is a measure of the resolu-
tion capabilities of the CCD. Conversely, the high
ρ silicon also introduces electrostatic fields in the
CCD that could adversely affect charge collection:
when one pixel fills up with signal charge it can in-
fluence the collection of charge in neighboring pix-
els because of these electrostatic effects (Weatherill
et al. 2014). In other words, the high ρ silicon im-
proves the MTF, but subtle variations in the MTF
are possible as pixels fill up with charge and change
the electric field lines in surrounding pixels. Deep
depletion devices are also available and can exhibit
tree ring patterns from resistivity variations in sili-
con boule (Plazas et al. 2014).

Charge transfer inefficiency (CTI) is a measure
of charge transfer across each pixel and is typically
between 0.0010% and 0.0001%. CTI losses occur in
traps that collect and hold some number of electrons
before releasing them at a later time. For a 10,000
e- signal, a CTI of 0.001% corresponds to a loss of
100 electrons per 1000 pixel transfers. This gen-
erally results from 100 single electron traps within
a 1000-pixel row or column. CTI is an average of
charge trapping events over the whole detector ar-
ray. CTI is a function of temperature and trans-
fer frequency (clocking) as well as the signal level
per pixel (Bouchy et al. 2009). Higher clock volt-
ages can improve CTI but also introduce the risk of
clock-induced charge (CIC) trapping, although tri-
level clocking will reduce CIC. On the larger format
devices that are required for high-resolution spec-

trometers, the process of transferring charge can dis-
sipate power in the silicon chip and cause warping
that can affect the measured radial velocity. The
ESPRESSO team estimates that 2 nm rms stability
is required for 10 cm s−1 RV precision.

Charge traps occur in discrete locations and are
stable so that it is possible to identify and char-
acterize them using the pocket-pumping technique
(Wood et al. 2014). Because radiation in space pro-
duces ongoing deterioration of the detector by cre-
ating traps, EUCLID plans to use pocket-pumping
to identify the charge traps and then apply post
processing corrections. Detectors used for ground-
based facilities will not suffer from ongoing degra-
dation and can probably be characterized in the lab
prior to installation in the instrument; the measure-
ment of charge traps would allow a correction to be
applied to correct for CTI.

Silicon has a thermal coefficient of expansion of
2.6×10−6/C and thus contracts on cooling; a 4k 15-
micron thick sensor will shrink by 12 microns when
cooled. For large format CCDs it is very important
that the silicon is bonded to a package with a similar
expansion rate to prevent stresses from building up
as the devices are cooled. Silicon carbide (SiC) is
an ideal material for CCD packages because it has
a high thermal conductivity and low density with
high strength, and a coefficient of expansion (4.0×
10−6/C) that is well matched to the silicon CCD.
Both e2V and STA offer SiC packages for their large
format CCDs.

The detector technology described in this sum-
mary was focused on specific detectors currently in
use in precision optical RV spectrographs. It is by
no means an exhaustive analysis of all detector op-
tions and features available today. This summary
instead highlights some of the important types of
considerations that need to be made when using
CCD detectors in extreme precision RV spectro-
graphs. Through a combination of advancements
in detector technology and better calibration tech-
niques, the detector performance required to achieve
10 cm s−1precision is within reach.

3.2. Wavelength calibration

Historically, wavelength calibration for astronom-
ical observations has been carried out with emis-
sion lamps or absorption cells. These wavelength
calibrators have a price performance that is hard
to beat67. A crisis has been precipitated by a de-
cision by all suppliers, globally, of hollow cathode
lamps to cease the manufacture of Thorium-Argon
(ThAr) hollow cathode lamps with metallic cath-
odes. All ThAr lamps are now made with thorium
oxide, which introduces impurities into the cathode.
These impurities produce undesirable spectral fea-
tures — sometime referred to as “grass” — which
quantifiably compromise wavelength calibration of
cross dispersed echelle spectrographs68. These tra-

67 Presentation by Suvrath Mahadevan
68 Abhijit Chakraborty has a program to develop ThAr

lamps for astronomers in collaboration with Indias atomic
energy program
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ditional calibrators have inherent limitations that
preclude a Doppler precision of better than about
1 m s−1. The ThAr spectrum changes as the lamp
ages and the emission lines are broad, saturated and
irregularly spaced. If the ThAr spectrum passes
through a fiber that is adjacent to the science fiber,
the calibration is made for pixels that are offset from
the science spectrum and an ultra-stable spectrom-
eter is required for a reliable interpolation. Further-
more, there is no conventional lamp that provides
adequate calibration in the near infrared; charge
from argon lines diffuses into neighboring pixels and
the thorium lines do not have adequate density.

The iodine reference cell technique is ideal for an
unstabilized or general-purpose spectrograph, be-
cause the forward modeling technique accounts for
variations in the spectral line spread function and
modeling of the wavelength and dispersion with ev-
ery observation. However, the iodine technique has
a precision that is limited to ∼ 1 m s−1 for sev-
eral reasons. First, the wavelength region is limited
to 510 – 620 nm, where the molecular iodine lines
form, and there are light losses of about 25% from
the iodine cell. The superimposed absorption spec-
trum also masks line profile variations that might
be diagnostic of stellar activity. In addition, the
intrinsic iodine spectrum is required for the for-
ward modeling process; at the level required for
sub-meter per second precision, the PSF of the high-
resolution, high-SNR Fourier transform spectrome-
ter (FTS) scans cannot be precisely deconvolved.
Furthermore, there are degeneracies between pa-
rameters used in the forward modeling (Spronck
et al. 2015) to measure Doppler shifts. Even if
the spectrometer SLSF is stabilized, the Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm used to model shifts in the
stellar lines is driven by chi-squared minimization
and will fit out weak telluric contamination or some
of the photospheric noise; this adds scatter to the
measurement of the center of mass velocity of the
star.

Both the absolute wavelength of the calibrator
and the spectrometer wavelength dispersion must
be known with incredible precision if instruments
are to achieve the precision necessary to detect
Earth analogs. The reflex velocity induced by the
Earth on the Sun is 9 cm s−1, or equivalently, a
100 kHz shift in frequency over one year. The ideal
wavelength calibrator for the detection of Earth
analogs must have a single measurement precision of
about 1 cm s−1 and must be stable for the expected
duration of the observations (years).

Ideally, light from the calibrator would follow the
same light path through the spectrometer as the
starlight. However, because a superimposed wave-
length calibrator will obscure the stellar spectrum
and make it more difficult to extract astrophysical
Doppler signals, the calibration source must be spa-
tially offset or temporally interleaved with the stel-
lar observations. The ideal calibrator would have
spectral features that are uniformly spaced (to max-
imize information content), unresolved (making it
useful for caliibrating instrumental errors and the
instrumental profile), well separated (ensuring fea-

tures can be cleanly resolved by a high-resolution
spectrometer), and robust to ensure long-term ac-
curacy is maintained.

3.2.1. High Precision Wavelength Calibrators

To improve the wavelength calibration precision
from lamps or reference cells, several photonic
sources, including laser frequency combs, stabilized
etalons, line-referenced electro-optical combs, tun-
able Fabry-Pérots, and chip-scale microcombs are
being studied for precision radial velocity spectrom-
eters.69 These methods are summarized in Figure
16.

LFCs can meet the requirements of an ideal wave-
length calibrator. LFCs use femtosecond mode-
locked lasers to produce extremely narrow emission
lines (Murphy et al. 2007; Li et al. 2008; Osterman
et al. 2007; Steinmetz et al. 2008). The LFC has
perfectly uniform spacing of its individual emission
line modes; this has been tested to 20 digits of pre-
cision (Ma et al. 2004). Moreover, LFCs with broad
octave-spanning spectra can employ self-referencing
to measure the carrier envelope offset, which pro-
vides a straightforward means to stabilize the ab-
solute optical frequency of every comb element, in
addition to the mode spacing. This creates an op-
tical synthesizer where the frequency of every comb
tooth is known with the same precision as the mi-
crowave standard (such as cesium clocks or GPS
signals) that provide the reference signal for the
LFC. And because such microwave standards can
be traced to the internationally defined SI second,
the absolute frequencies of the comb are stable for
decades. For example, when referenced to the free
and wide-spread signals from the GPS (global posi-
tioning system) clocks, the long-term absolute fre-
quency of the comb could be stable to better than
10−11 (i.e., < 0.3 cm/s) (Quinlan et al. 2010; Lom-
bardi 2008), meeting or exceeding the precision and
stability required for RV planet searches. The ad-
vantage of the self-referenced LFC is significant, in
that it directly ties the comb frequencies to interna-
tional standards (not artifacts or secondary refer-
ences) and leverages the tremendous technological
infrastructure of GPS and other global navigation
satellite systems (GNSS).

Among the challenges for LFCs is the innately
close mode spacing of typically 0.1 – 1 GHz, which
requires spectral filtering of ∼ 98% of the modes
with one or more Fabry-Pérot (FP) cavities to pro-
duce a calibration grid with 10 – 40 GHz spacing
(commensurate with the resolving power of a high-
resolution spectrometer). Although filtered, the un-
wanted modes do not completely go away (Sizer
1989; Osterman et al. 2007; Braje et al. 2008; Quin-
lan et al. 2010; Ycas et al. 2012). More important
than the fact that residual side modes remain, is
that the suppressed remnants can be asymmetric
and thus potentially shift the line center as seen by
the spectrograph. Careful attention to this matter is
required in order to provide a comb with sufficient
side mode suppression and symmetry such that it
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•  Commercialized	  and	  field	  tested	  
•  S:ll	  rela:vely	  complicated	  
•  Requires	  suppression	  of	  un-‐wanted	  

side	  modes	  

•  10+	  GHz	  rates	  straighNorward	  
•  Presently	  works	  best	  at	  1550	  nm	  
•  Decoherence	  at	  broadest	  

bandwidths	  must	  be	  considered	  
•  Requires	  long-‐term	  stability	  of	  

reference	  laser	  or	  self-‐referencing	  

•  Simple	  and	  robust	  
•  10+	  GHz	  rates	  straighNorward	  
•  Broad	  bandwidths	  with	  flat	  spectral	  

envelope	  
•  Demonstrated	  in	  the	  field	  
•  Long-‐term	  stability	  is	  the	  main	  

poten:al	  drawback	  

E.	  	  Direct	  comb	  genera:on	  at	  10+	  GHz	  

8 mm 

D.	  	  Micro-‐resonator	  combs	  

•  Op:cal	  synthesis	  on	  a	  chip	  
•  10-‐1000	  GHz	  are	  natural	  spacings	  
•  Presently	  works	  best	  in	  near	  IR	  
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•  Direct	  mode-‐locked	  laser	  genera:on	  
at	  10+	  GHz	  spacing	  

•  Systems	  being	  explored	  at	  800	  nm	  
(Ti:Sapphire),	  1000	  nm	  (Yb),	  and	  
1550	  nm	  (Er)	  

•  10	  GHz	  Ti:sapphire	  technology	  
recently	  commericialized	  

Figure 16. Overview of various photonic sources that have been employed, or are being studied, as calibration sources for
precision radial velocity spectroscopy. Frames (A), (C), (D), and (E) are adapted with permission from Osterman et al. (2007);
Halverson et al. (2014); Bartels et al. (2009); Li et al. (2012), respectively.
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does not affect the calibration at the level of desired
RV performance (Probst et al. 2014).

Another challenge with LFCs is that spectral
broadening with nonlinear optics is required to gen-
erate a comb that spans a broad bandwidth or oper-
ates at optical wavelengths. This is straightforward
at the native mode spacing of 0.1-1 GHz, but due
to a corresponding reduction in pulse peak power,
significant broadening is more challenging at 10+
GHz mode spacing. A complication of this is that
the side modes that one would like to suppress can
be parametrically amplified during nonlinear spec-
tral broadening and can even overtake the principal
comb line (Chang et al. 2010). In some systems,
this problem has been overcome by using up to 3
concatenated filter cavities in order to provide suf-
ficient suppression of unwanted side modes (Probst
et al. 2014). Another approach to dealing with para-
metric sidemode reamplification is to first spectrally
broaden at the native repetition rate, and then spec-
trally filter the broadened comb with a purely linear
Fabry-Pérot filter cavity. This approach has been
undertaken by the teams providing LFC calibrators
for HARPS-N (Li et al. 2015) and the Penn State
Habitable zone Planet Finder (HPF). For example,
with the HPF instrument the original 250 MHz laser
at 1550 nm is broadened into the Y and J band with
a highly nonlinear fiber (HNLF) at the native repe-
tition rate to avoid parametric amplification of the
side modes; the signal is then filtered using cavi-
ties with low dispersion mirrors. While sidemodes
may still exist, their impact on the spectral calibra-
tion can be calculated from simple linear optics and
measured in-situ (Li et al. 2008).

As an example of how far the LFC technology has
matured in the past few years, Menlo Systems70

now offers a commercial GPS-locked LFC that is
designed to reach an accuracy of 4 mm/s at op-
tical wavelengths (Probst et al. 2014). The sys-
tem uses an state of the art IR fiber laser as a ro-
bust seed source. The low repetition rate (corre-
sponds to a small mode spacing) of the fundamen-
tal femptosecond-laser is increased by mode filtering
through three FP cavities with finesse of about 3000.
Any mode spacing between 1GHz and 25GHz - in
multiple integers of 250MHz - can thus be choosen
to best fit the spectrographs resolving power. The
filter narrowband IR spectrum is then amplified in
an fiber amplifier and subsequently broadened in a
specially designed photonic crystal fiber (PCF).

The system uses an IR fiber laser with mode fil-
tering through three FP combs, signal amplification
and spectral broadening. The use of FP cavities
with a high finesse of 3000 significantly reduces the
sidemodes and thereby minimizes their reamplifica-
tion during spectral broadening. The spectrum is
flattened to better than a few dB by using a liquid
crystal display with active feedback loop, and the
line intensities have low fluctuations over a broad
optical wavelength band of 400 – 700 nm with 15 to
25 GHz mode spacing.

Two Menlo system LFCs (with mode spacings of
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18 GHz and 25 GHz) were tested during a cam-
paign at HARPS from April 8 – 18, 2015. The
comb illuminated 48 echelle orders with 12,000 lines
per channel. The HARPS pipeline produces 1-d ex-
tracted spectra for every order and a Gaussian was
used to fit the LFC line centers. Modal noise in the
fibers changes the intensity profile of the comb line
recorded on the detector. Fiber agitation is required
to ensure each comb mode has a smooth, stable
SLSF that is not dominated by the speckle inter-
ference pattern associated with multimode fibers il-
luminated by coherent sources. The wavelength so-
lution was determined with an accuracy of 5 cm s−1

after binning 5 exposures, and improved to better
than 1 cm s−1 by binning 20 exposures.

The Menlo LFC systems have been developed for
long term fail-safe turnkey operation. The system
takes 10 minutes to change from the off state (laser
amplifiers off) to standby mode with the laser on,
locks enabled, and high power amplifier off. From
the standby mode, it only takes 10 seconds to switch
to full operation. There are some expected main-
tenance costs: the broadening fiber needs to be
changed once per year and the pump diodes can
fail every year or two. These components are built
in as modules that can be easily replaced at a cost
of a few thousand dollars.

3.2.2. Line-referenced electro-optical frequency combs
(LR-EOFC)

In contrast to the mode-locked laser at the heart
of the LFC, the LR-EOFC provides a spectrum
of lines generated by electro-optic modulation. A
pump laser is locked to an atomic or molecular tran-
sition and is then phase modulated and amplified
to produce tunable sidebands with a spacing set
by the modulation frequency (Ishizawa et al. 2011).
Yi et al. (2015) have demonstrated a stability of
< 200 kHz (∼ 0.3 m s−1) with a LR-EOFC at H-
band wavelengths. The advantage of this technique
is that there are no side modes; the system only
generates the carrier with frequency sidebands that
can be referenced to a microwave standard. Comb
generation makes use of commercial off the shelf
telecommunication components, but has currently
been operated in wavelength bands where optical
amplifiers and phase modulators are available (1-2
µm) from the telecom industry.

There is still technology development needed to
create EOFC broadband combs with constant power
per comb mode, but the same techniques employed
by (Probst et al. 2014) should be adaptable to such
combs. Another challenge is that although the line
spacing of the LR-EOFC is fixed to a microwave
reference, the seed laser for the comb needs to be
locked to prevent wavelength drifts. In present
systems, this has been provided by a laser that
has its frequency locked to transitions in hydrogen
cyanide or acetylene (Yi et al. 2015). While this
is straightforward, robust and commercially avail-
able, the long-term stability (e.g. months to years)
of such molecularly-stabilized lasers is not known.
Alternative atomic references for such LR-EOFCs
could include narrower saturated absorption tran-
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sitions in acetylene (Edwards et al. 2004) or the
well-studied rubidium D1 and D2 lines. The spec-
tral broadening is also more difficult at the high
mode spacing of the EOFC due to the commensu-
rate reduction in pulse energy. However, very re-
cently a 10 GHz EOFC centered at 1550 nm has
been broadened to octave span and self-referenced
such that the frequency of its seed laser can also
be referenced to a microwave standard, and thereby
inherit the stability advantages similar to the LFC
described above (Beha et al. 2015).

3.2.3. Micro-combs

One of the most exciting developments in laser
frequency comb technology is a new approach to
generate broad bandwidth combs in chip-scale de-
vices. Such microcombs use the nonlinear Kerr ef-
fect in a dielectric micro-ring to produce a comb
with line spacing that can be tuned between 10 and
800 GHz without the need for filtering (Del’Haye
et al. 2007, 2008; Kippenberg et al. 2011; Jung et al.
2014). While still at a relatively early stage of
technical development, such microcombs hold the
promise of frequency comb stability and accuracy
in a very robust, compact, and potentially inexpen-
sive silicon chip package. At present, the main chal-
lenges associated with microcombs are related to de-
terministic low-noise operation and increased spec-
tral span, as required for self-referencing. Addition-
ally, the broadest bandwidth microcombs presently
operate with mode spacing of 200 GHz, which may
too high for many high-resolution spectrographs
(Brasch et al. 2014), although microcomb technolo-
gies exist down to mode spacings of a few GHz (Li
et al. 2012). Finally, microcombs generally have
native wavelengths in the near IR (1550 nm) but
doubled or tripled frequencies can shift the comb
to red and green wavelengths and self-referencing
to microwave standards can be used for 2/3 or full
octave-spanning combs (Jost et al. 2015; Del’Haye
et al. 2015) . The development of microcombs is
progressing rapidly, and it is likely that in the near
future this new integrated technology could offer an
attractive alternative for precision RV applications.

3.2.4. Fabry-Pérot Interferometers

Fabry-Pérot interferometers provide a dense grid
of lines with a technological approach that is simpler
and a price tag that is lower than laser frequency
combs71. However, the systems need to be refer-
enced to LFCs, lamps or atomic features (Bauer
et al. 2015; McCracken et al. 2014; Reiners et al.
2014; Schwab et al. 2015; Halverson et al. 2014).
Precise vacuum and temperature controls are gen-
erally required to stabilize the devices and it is im-
portant to track and correct for drifts in the disper-
sion.

Etalons are fixed length Fabry Pérot interferome-
ters that produce broadband optical combs when
illuminated with a broad bandwidth white light
source. The HARPS etalon has Zerodur spacers to
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control the index of refraction, scrambled uniform
illumination, and stringent temperature and pres-
sure control (Wildi et al. 2012). These broadband
sources have adjustable mode spacing, simplicity
and good short-term stability. The night-to-night
drift of the etalon lines is about 10 cm s−1and the
stability over 60 days is about 1 m s−1 (Wildi et al.
2012). Near-IR fiber etalons have achieved better
than 1 m s−1 stability over 12 hour timescales. In
most cases, the frequency drift is not directly mea-
sured or corrected. Reiners et al. (2014) have sug-
gested including a gas cell (e.g., Rb) stabilized laser
to track frequency drifts and to derive wavelength
offset corrections.

Tunable FPIs that are white-light illuminated also
produce a broadband comb of lines like the etalon,
however they employ feedback to stabilize the wave-
length zero point of the comb with locking to optical
atomic standards like the rubidium D2 line at 780
nm. In order to provide sufficient precision, the FP
cavity finesse needs to be high (at least 50 – 100)
at the wavelength of the laser lock, while the finesse
can be decreased via engineering of the coatings to
provide broad bandwidth coverage at other wave-
lengths.

Reaching 1 cm s−1 wavelength calibration preci-
sion is a grand challenge. By way of comparison, the
Ramsey fringe of the cesium clock has a line width
of about 1 Hz and a microwave oscillator can be
locked to the central fringe with a precision of 10−13

in one second; and with averaging one can achieve a
fractional measurement uncertainty of about 10−16

(Heavner et al. 2014). In terms of splitting the line,
this is the most precise spectroscopy that has ever
been done and allows the line centroid to be de-
termined to one part in 1,000,000. However, this
measurement is carried out in the lab with state-of-
the-art microwave sources and laser-cooled cesium
atoms. By comparison, astronomers who aim to
reach 1 cm s−1 precision (equivalent to 15 kHz res-
olution in the visible) are using stellar spectral fea-
tures that are many GHz wide. If successful, this
grand challenge would rival the line-splitting preci-
sion of work done by the AMO physicists; however,
with the additional challenges of the accurate collec-
tion, dispersion and recording (at the photon count-
ing level) of the relatively broad and faint spectral
absorption lines.

3.3. Fibers and scrambling

The spectrograph projects the image of the en-
trance slit onto the detector as a function of wave-
length. Images of the telescope pupil (far field) also
illuminate the echelle and other optics; alt-az tele-
scopes that employ image derotators can end up
with rotating spider mounts on the echelle. Any
variability in the illumination of the spectrograph
optics (say, because of guiding errors or changes
in seeing) manifests as variability in the spectrum.
This is a severe limitation for precise radial velocity
measurements. Optical fibers provide an important
benefit; not only do they offer a flexible way to cou-
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ple light from the telescope into a spectrograph72,
they also offer the additional advantage of providing
a more stable input illumination (Heacox 1986).

However, light will exhibit modal noise when trav-
eling through a multi-mode fiber; this is particularly
important for coherent light sources like lasers or
laser frequency combs. Modal “noise” is a manifes-
tation of mode coupling that produces an irregular
intensity distribution emerging from a fiber (Bau-
drand & Walker 2001). When a laser is coupled into
a multi-mode fiber, the light travels in many modes
along the fiber; these modes are out of phase with
each other, resulting in the complicated speckle in-
terference pattern that illuminates the spectrograph
optics. If nothing moves, the spatial speckle pattern
is time invariant. However, stresses or motion of the
fiber cause temporal shifts in the speckle pattern.
When multi-mode fibers are used, some effort is re-
quired to scramble, or mix the modes. This can be
done by shaking or agitating the fiber (Lemke et al.
2011; McCoy et al. 2012; Plavchan et al. 2013b).

When multi-mode fibers are used, some effort is
required to scramble, or mix the modes. Many ex-
periments have been carried out showing that when
light is injected into a multi-mode fiber with a cir-
cular cross-section, the output intensity distribu-
tion is not completely independent of the input il-
lumination. Circular fibers have reasonably good
azimuthal scrambling, but poor radial scrambling.
This results in variable illumination of the slit and
spectrograph optics, and these undesired perturba-
tions are imprinted in the spectrum, adding noise
to the data.

The ideal optical fiber has high throughput and
a well-scrambled output that is independent of the
way that light enters the fiber. To achieve high
transmission, the fiber length should be minimized;
AR coatings can be applied to the fiber faces, and
the focal ratio degradation (FRD) can be minimized
by controlling the light injection cone to match the
numerical aperture or acceptance angle of the fiber.
Some FRD will still occur during the fiber fabrica-
tion and mounting process, from micro-roughness
and micro-bending, subsurface damage and other
induced stress in the fiber (Ramsey 1988; Carrasco
& Parry 1994; Avila 1998). The use of connectors
can also be a significant source of FRD and soft, low
shrinkage glue must be used to avoid strains. Fiber
manufacturers do not typically measure FRD.

The use of fibers with non-circular cross-sections
(octagonal, square or rectangular) break the sym-
metry of the wave guide and provide an easy way to
scramble modes (Chazelas et al. 2010; Avila 2012;
Spronck et al. 2012a). Scrambling performance is
improved by exchanging the in-focus near field (the
image) and the out of focus far field (pupil illumina-
tion) between two fibers (Hunter & Ramsey 1992).
Variations in the fiber near field directly lead to fluc-
tuations in recorded spectral features while varia-
tions in the far field change the illumination of spec-
trometer optics, leading to distortions in the PSF.
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Both effects lead to spurious velocity shifts and are
detrimental to extreme precisoin measurements.
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Figure 17. Cartoon illustrating measurement of scrambling
gain by translating the test fiber across a fixed illumination
spot and recording the output at each position. Measure-
ments are made for the fiber near field and far field. (Cour-
tesy of Sam Halverson)

As shown in Figure 17, the scrambling gain of
a system — for the near field — can be measured
by taking the ratio of the displacement of the light
source at the entrance of the fiber to the residual
shift in the center of mass intensity distribution
of the fiber output (Avila & Singh 2008). Scram-
bling gains of up to a few hundred are achieved for
pure circular fibers; octagonal core geometry yields
a scrambling gain of up to about 1000, while octago-
nal fibers with double scramblers exhibit ∼ 10−20k
scrambling gain (Feger et al. 2012). Effects of in-
adequate scrambling in the far field can only be
evaluated, by modeling how the observed pupil illu-
mination irregularity propagates through an optical
system (Stürmer et al. 2014). This can be done by
ray-tracing through the instrument optical model,
which leads to an estimate of the RV measurement
sensitivity to far field variations. It has to be noted,
though, that predicting the exact behavior and ef-
fects of the far field for an as-built instrument is
almost impossible. It is because the as-built aber-
rations can significantly effect how the far field prop-
agates through an optical system. Eliminating sen-
sitivity of the as-built spectrographs, or variations
in the far field of fiber systems, is key to further
improve PRV performance.

Single mode fibers (SMFs) offer an interesting al-
ternative to multi-mode fibers (Crepp 2014). True
to their name, SMFs propagate a single mode (actu-
ally, two polarization modes are possible) of light; as
a result, the fibers deliver a uniform intensity distri-
bution to the spectrometer — the SLSF has unpar-
alleled stability — and there is no modal noise from
the fiber. The challenge is coupling light into the
small 5µm diameters of the SMF, however, extreme
adaptive optics systems with high strehl ratios like
the Subaru Coronagraphic Extreme Adaptive Op-
tics (SCExAO) have reached fiber coupling efficien-
cies of 68% with an 8µm fiber core (Jovanovic et al.
2014).

4. EXTRACTING KEPLERIAN SIGNALS
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Once the Doppler shift has been measured in a
spectrum, the time series velocities are analyzed
for Keplerian signals. At this point, there are sys-
tematic error sources that add to the formal errors
to obscure the detection of low amplitude systems.
Telluric lines (from the Earth’s atmosphere), stellar
oscillations, sunspots, plage, granulation and merid-
ional flows, all modify the shape of spectral lines as
a function of time, and produce obscuring velocity
signals.

In many cases, astronomers have not been able
to physically distinguish between stellar jitter and
center of mass velocity with activity diagnostics;
instead, some magnitude of the jitter is added in
quadrature when using chi-squared minimization for
fitting for Keplerian signals in radial velocity time
series data. Regardless of whether the magnitude
is assumed (e.g., based on spectral type) or inferred
from the data, this approach is clearly insufficient;
it implicitly assumes that jitter can be represented
as a white noise source and does not leverage in-
formation about the time-coherence in the stellar
activity signal.

Another approach for mitigating stellar activity is
to first measure apparent radial velocity shifts (ne-
glecting activity) and then apply a bandpass filter
in the Fourier (frequency) domain with the aim of
removing signals due to stellar activity. This ap-
proach has been used with some success (Howard
et al. 2011, 2013; Fulton et al. 2015). However, the
Fourier components are fixed; since the underlying
noise sources change in time, the extracted signal
will be distorted. In the best case, this introduces
small systematic errors in the orbital parameters. In
the worst case, true planetary signals are attributed
to stellar activity or the analysis process introduces
spurious coherent velocity variations that are mis-
taken for planets.

The following cases offer a representative sample
of putative planetary systems that have been de-
bated, and the different approaches applied by the
community:

• GJ 581, with emphasis in the case of GJ 581d
planet candidate initially described Mayor
et al. (2009). Subsequent arguments relat-
ing the signal to stellar rotation, activity and
the statistical treatment of the problem can be
found in Robertson et al. (2014), and Hatzes
(2015).

• α Cen Bb, which corresponds of a signal of
∼ 0.5 m s−1 on a time-series strongly dom-
inated by noise with structure. The initial
claim was made in Dumusque et al. (2012),
and some doubts on the series whitening ap-
proach and caveats about statistical signifi-
cance can be found in Hatzes (2013) and Ra-
jpaul et al. (2016).

• HD 41248b & c. These two Doppler signals
were initially attributed to a pair of resonant
planets in Jenkins et al. (2013). Arguments
in favor and against of activity induced vari-

ability were given in Santos et al. (2014) and
Jenkins & Tuomi (2014).

4.1. Statistical Analysis Techniques

The interpretation of radial velocity data increas-
ingly relies upon statistical analysis techniques73.
In medical fields, there has been a near crisis in the
ability to replicate the statistical analysis of scien-
tific results (Ioannidis 2005). This is in part because
scientists often know what results they expect and
this can influence their interpretation, but it is also
because of the misuse of null hypothesis tests, such
as false alarm probability (FAP) and Kolmogorov-
Smirnoff analysis. The repercussions can include fi-
nancial cost, wasted time re-assessing false discover-
ies, and public mistrust of science. Our community
seems to appreciate the importance of reaching out
to statisticians and developing more sophisticated
approaches to data analysis.

The FAP test is a common tool for testing the
reality of a Keplerian signal in radial velocity data
(Marcy et al. 2005). This statistical test is usually
carried out with a bootstrap Monte Carlo simula-
tion. A Keplerian fit to the initial prospective sig-
nal is made and the χ2

ν value is saved. The velocity
data are then scrambled, while retaining the times
of the observations and the errors; for each realiza-
tion, a blind search is made for the best Keplerian
value and the resulting χ2

ν is recorded. If a signal
was really contained in the original velocities, then
the subsequent scrambled data are likely to have
poorer χ2

ν values. This approach has the advantage
of characterizing the impact of non-Gaussian sys-
tematic errors in a data set. The reported FAP is
the fraction of Monte Carlo realizations that yielded
χ2
ν values lower than the original set. As noted by

Marcy et al. (2005), the FAP test specifies the prob-
ability that incoherent noise could have yielded a
superior Keplerian fit by chance. It does not neces-
sarily show that the planet interpretation is correct
— the signal could arise from window functions or
stellar activity or systematic instrumental errors.

Statisticians prefer to call this a p-value because
the language “false alarm probability” seems to
carry an implication about the reality of the signal
or the planet interpretation. The p-value tells us
about the probability of obtaining a particular sig-
nal given the null hypothesis (i.e., given the assump-
tion that the data are merely incoherent noise).

4.1.1. Bayesian Analysis

The field of radial velocity exoplanet detection
has undergone a dramatic shift over the past two
decades74. For many early years, “discovering a
planet meant that astronomers had: 1) identified
a possible model to explain a series of Doppler
observations as due to a planet and measurement
noise, and 2) rejected the null hypothesis that a
simpler model without the planet could reasonably
explain the data. This approach worked well for
planet surveys that focused on well-characterized
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and quiet FGK dwarf stars with radial velocity
amplitudes that were much larger than individual
Doppler errors and plausible stellar activity signals.
Astronomers did not want to risk incorrect detec-
tions near the threshold of their errors. When in
doubt, the solution was to collect more observations.

More recently, astronomers have begun adopting
a Bayesian framework for characterizing the masses
and orbits of exoplanets, as well as performing rigor-
ous model comparison to quantify the evidence for
planet detections. In this framework, the criteria
for detecting a planet is that the model including a
planet has a higher posterior probability than the
model or models without a planet.

The paradigm shift to adopt Bayesian inference
has been fueled by the appreciation for greater sta-
tistical rigor, more accurate estimates of parameter
uncertainties, and the greater sensitivity possible
with a rigorous statistical analysis. Perhaps most
importantly, a Bayesian approach allows us to quan-
titatively answer questions that we actually want to
ask. For example, we can quantify the evidence for
there actually being N planets, rather than just re-
jecting the null hypothesis. Many statisticians like
to think of Bayesian model comparison as a quan-
titative ”Occam’s razor” for comparing competing
models. Others prefer to make principle decisions
using a utility function after after marginalizing over
uncertainty in models and parameters.

Of course, simply switching to a Bayesian frame-
work does not solve all our problems. One barrier
to widespread adoption of Bayesian method is the
necessity of computing multidimensional integrals.
This can be computationally expensive, particularly
for models with many parameters and when com-
paring the evidence for multiple competing models.
This barrier has been largely overcome for parame-
ter estimation applied to Doppler surveys thanks to
increased computational power and improved sam-
pling algorithms. A second barrier is the intellectual
investment required to understand the underlying
algorithms. For example, the choice of the proposal
distribution in Metropolis-Hastings Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithms often makes the
difference between fast and extremely slow conver-
gence. Therefore, one should always check multiple
convergence diagnostics to identify any signs of non-
convergence. Bayesian model comparison is partic-
ularly computationally expensive, so it is tempting
to use short-cuts, such as the Bayesian Information
Criterion (BIC). The BIC was designed to identify
the most probable model in abundant data settings,
but its approximations are not sound for quantifying
model uncertainty in small or modest data settings,
as arise in Doppler planet hunting. Fortunately, the
exoplanet community is gradually gaining experi-
ence with successful application of Bayesian meth-
ods to interpret observations.

A third barrier is the misperception that the need
to explicitly choose priors is an inherent weakness of
the Bayesian approach. If anything, it is a feature
that the Bayesian framework clarifies the assump-
tions before entering into an analysis and provides
a straightforward path for testing the sensitivity of

conclusions to those assumptions. Of course, it is
useful to choose priors wisely. Often physical in-
tuition, such as symmetries, or knowledge of previ-
ously identified planetary systems, can inform the
choice of priors. A general principle is to err on
the side of overly broad priors. When in doubt,
one should perform a sensitivity analysis to quantify
whether key results would change for different rea-
sonable choices of priors (Tuomi & Anglada-Escudé
2013).

For complex models it is also wise to verify that
one’s model works well on simulated data to ensure
that the chosen priors are appropriate for a given
application. For model checking refer to Gelman
et al. (2013). Too often people using Bayesian meth-
ods ignore model checking, because it doesn’t have
a neat and tidy formal expression in the Bayesian
approach. But it is no less necessary to do goodness-
of-fit type checks for a Bayesian analysis than it is
for a frequentist analysis.

A more fundamental challenge is that one must
identify an appropriate model for interpreting ob-
servations, regardless of whether using a frequentist
or Bayesian approach. Analysis is straightforward
when the physical model is known, but inference is
much more challenging when the model is physically
incomplete. Early searches for giant planets appro-
priately considered only Keplers laws, but modern
searches for low mass planets are significantly af-
fected by stellar activity, especially when surveys
include active stars. Unfortunately, we do not cur-
rently have a practical model of stellar activity, nor
even a clear path to such a model. Activity indica-
tors sometimes correlate with velocities, but this is
not always the case.

The problem of model incompleteness has been
one cause for apparent contradictory results con-
cerning signals that seem to be highly significant but
are close to the measurement uncertainty level. For
example, a discontinuity of a few m s−1 (eg. from a
change of the gas cell or Th Ar lamp) will typically
be much better fit by a sinusoid than a model with
white noise only. If the model could account for real
discontinuities, it would be clear that the addition
of a sinusoid yielded a poorer match to the data. In
a Bayesian context, this leads to an overestimation
of the evidence because the sum over the models
is only done for a subset of them. Thus, evidence
ratios should not be interpreted as definitive proof
for detections. This issue affects the model prob-
abilities even if the multidimensional integrals are
executed exactly. It is also related to the discussion
about prior choices, in the sense that zero probabil-
ity is implicitly assigned to a large number of alter-
native models. One way to mitigate this confusion
is to secure minimal evidence ratio thresholds based
on simulated data that is as close as possible to the
real data. A more informative, but more resource
intensive approach, is to confirm or refute signals for
the same star using different instruments or tech-
niques. For example, highly significant candidate
signals were spotted in UVES data, but could not
be confirmed with HARPS measurements (Tuomi
et al. 2014). When applied to a large enough sample
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of objects, it is possible to construct more complete
models or design a properly calibrated probability
threshold system to identify reliable exoplanet sig-
nals.

It is useful to keep in mind that “All models
are wrong; some models are useful” (attributed to
George Box 1979). Even after one verifies that a
model and algorithm perform well when analyzing
simulated data, one must still verify that they are
useful for actual astronomical observations. This
will require extensive astronomical observations, ex-
tracting additional information from each spectrum
to probe stellar activity, new models for joint radial
velocity and activity data, and improved sampling
algorithms. Therefore, future Doppler detections
of low-mass planets will require very large amounts
telescope time. In an effort to make efficient use
of precious astronomical resources, it is natural to
seek out the most powerful statistical methods to
increase the sensitivity to low-mass planets and sci-
entific impact of Doppler surveys. Our commu-
nity must identify realistic science goals, design ob-
serving strategies optimized to match those goals,
and persuade time allocation committees to allo-
cate sufficient time to characterize long-term and
short-term stellar variability and systems of multi-
ple planets.

We will likely be forced to learn to live with un-
certainty. Given our upcoming requests for large
investments of astronomical observatories, we will
need to publish observations of both strong and
marginal detections and learn to responsibly con-
vey the limitations of our studies to other scientists
and the public. This greater cultural shift towards
emphasizing reproducible research is essential to the
credibility of planet detections, astronomy and sci-
ence in general.

4.1.2. Gaussian processes

A Gaussian process regression is a powerful statis-
tical analysis technique (beyond simply minimizing
chi-squared in our models) that can be applied to
the detection of weak signals in the presence of red
noise75. Both the systematic and correlated noise
sources can be included in the model and should be
fit simultaneously with the signal (not sequentially)
and marginalized out to correctly remove or mini-
mize the parameters that are not of interest and to
thereby avoid distorting the underlying signals.

Chi-squared is defined as the sum of the squared
differences between the data points, yi, and the
model (mi are theoretical points for a Keplerian sig-
nal), divided by the independent uncertainties σi

2,
as shown in Equation 3. It is also possible to switch
from summation to vector notation and to relate
chi-squared to the natural log of a Gaussian likeli-
hood function, L, by writing the difference of the
data76 and model as a vector difference with the
noise represented as a diagonal co-variance (V ) ma-
trix (Equation 4).

75 presentation by David Hogg
76 Also see the presentation by Guillam Anglada-Escude

χ2 ≡
∑
i

[yi −mi]
2

σi2
(3)

χ2 = [y −m]T · V −1 · [y −m]

V = C

Cij = σi
2δij

−2 lnL = [y −m]T · V −1 · [y −m] + ln detV +N
(4)

If there are multiple components to the (Gaus-
sian) noise, their covariances add in the noise co-
variance tensor, V . For example, if a second noise
source is added through the covariance tensor, Q,
the variance tensor becomes V = C + Q as shown
in Equation 5. This approach is straight forward
and allows for the analysis of very high dimensional
spaces and high fidelity signal recovery.

−2 lnL = [y −m]T · V −1 · [y −m] + ln detV +N

V = C +Q

Cij = σi
2δij

(5)

Systematic sources of error can be modeled as the
sum of M basis vectors with off-diagonal terms. If
a Gaussian prior can be placed on the linear am-
plitudes, the systematic noise can be represented
by a rank-M covariance matrix and marginalized
to obtain a best fit. For example, in the case of
Kepler photometric time-series data, the systematic
noise sources (e.g. from the spacecraft jitter) can be
modeled as the sum of M basis vectors; in this case,
the basis vectors might contain information about
the behavior of other stars.

−2 lnL = [y −m]T · V −1 · [y −m] + ln detV +N

V = C +B · Λ ·BT

B = block of M basis vectors

Λ = M ×M prior variance
(6)

The noise tensor, V , encodes beliefs about the
contaminating Gaussian noise and it can be de-
signed to include a component for complex system-
atic noise. The models may be enormous, but it is
important to fit for all of the nuisance parameters.
For expressions like V in Equation 6, it is numeri-
cally safer to factorize the matrix than to compute
inverse matrices or determinants directly.77

Baluev (2013) treated time-correlated red noise
sources as a Gaussian random process with an ex-
ponentially decaying correlation function and found
that some of the announced planets around GJ 581
were illusions of red noise78. Good statistical meth-
ods for handling red noise sources from stellar pho-

77 In the python numpy package, never use inv, always
use solve; never use det, always use slogdet.

78 Presentation by Roman Baluev
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tospheres and instrumental errors are needed before
we can determine the ultimate limitation to Doppler
precision from stellar noise (Baluev 2015). In recent
years, Bayesian inference has become a central tool
for the study of planetary or stellar signals in any
RV dataset (e.g., Faria et al. 2016).

4.2. Photospheric velocities: stellar jitter

The contributions to radial velocity measure-
ments that arise from photospheric motions are gen-
erally termed “stellar jitter” and are currently an
obfuscating source of time-correlated noise for RV
measurements that aim to detect weak Keplerian
signals. The typical magnitude of stellar jitter is
1 – 3 m s−1 for chromospherically quiet stars (Du-
musque et al. 2011). Stellar jitter is caused by a va-
riety of physical processes79. Unfortunately, there
is no general analytical model for photospheric sig-
nals. Activity signals manifest as both incoherent
and quasi-periodic variability.

Stars that are quiet can rather suddenly become
more active (Santos et al. 2014). For example Fig-
ure 18 shows radial velocity measurements of the
moderately active star, Epsilon Eridani. Velocities
were obtained with the CHIRON spectrograph and
are shown for two different epochs. In 2012, a 50 day
time series of radial velocities (from JD 2456200 to
JD 2456250) has an rms of 13.6 m s−1 and shows
periodogram power that peaks at 11.18 days, con-
sistent with the 11.35 and 11.55-day spot rotational
period observed in 2005 using the Microvariability
and Oscillations of STars (MOST) satellite (Croll
et al. 2006). The 11 day radial velocity signal in Ep-
silon Eridani has been shown to correlate with pho-
tometric variability using MOST satellite and con-
current radial velocity measurements with the CH-
IRON spectrograph in 2014 (Giguere et al. 2016).
This signal weakens over time with the rms drop-
ping to a 3.37 m s−1 and is not seen in the peri-
odogram of velocities obtained in 2014 (from JD
2456980 to JD 2457030).

Cool stars have convective envelopes that support
acoustic modes (p-modes) with velocity variations
at the level of a meter per second on timescales of
several minutes (Kjeldsen & Bedding 1995). Gran-
ulation in the photosphere is a manifestation of
thousands of rising warm gas cells surrounded by
a network of descending cool gas (Del Moro 2004);
kilometer-per-second velocities average out to some
extent, leading to a net blueshift of a few meters per
second in Sun-like stars (Gray 2009) and operate on
timescales from hours to a few days. The granula-
tion blueshift depends on stellar properties and for
a given star varies as photospheric magnetic fields
evolve (Dumusque et al. 2011).

Active regions on stars arise from magnetic fields
that thread the photosphere. Magnetic fields coa-
lesce into flux tubes, producing faculae (plage is the
chromospheric counterpart) that are bright when
small and dark when large (spots). The typical ac-
tive structure that is observed on the Sun is com-

79 Presentation by Damien Ségransan

posed of a dark spot in the center with strong mag-
netic fields and large flux tubes, surrounded by fac-
ulae. On average the faculae region is ten times
larger than the dark spot region (Chapman et al.
2001). Magnetic fields act locally to inhibit convec-
tion, which suppresses the net convective blueshift
induced by convection (Dravins 1982). A dark spot
and a faculae are therefore redshifted regions rela-
tive to the quiet photosphere (Cavallini et al. 1985).

Magnetic flux tubes form and decay on timescales
comparable to the stellar rotation period, typically
several days to a few months. Dark cool spots man-
ifest as missing flux at the position of the spots.
This breaks the symmetry of a rotationally broad-
ened line, producing an east-west line asymmetry as
a function of the rotational phase. This produces
a net velocity shift and also changes the FWHM
of all the spectral lines, and therefore the FWHM
of the spectral CCF profile. As dark spots and
bright plage evolve and rotate across the visible
hemisphere, they alter the weighting of projected
velocities (Dumusque et al. 2014; Saar & Donahue
1997).

Long term magnetic cycles change the convection
patterns (e.g. inhibiting convection), thus changing
line-bisectors and line-shifts (Dravins 1982). These
cycles have timescales from a few hundred days to
several years (Meunier & Lagrange 2013; Santos
et al. 2010), comparable to the orbital periods of
real Jupiter like planets.

It is easier to obtain high precision on very short
timescales where the changes in the photospheric
velocities that imprint variability in the spectral
line profile are minimized. Bourrier & Hébrard
(2014) devised an empirical correction for an ob-
served wavelength dependent velocity trend and ob-
tained residual velocity rms of 30 cm s−1 when fit-
ting the Rossiter-McLaughin effect for 55 Cancri
e80. Long term precision is more difficult to main-
tain because the many sources of stellar jitter add
spurious temporally correlated scatter to the center
of mass Doppler velocities. These noise signals are a
function of spectral type (lowest jitter for K dwarfs
and larger for warmer stars) and evolutionary state
of the stars (higher for subgiants or more evolved
stars). Fortunately, stellar jitter has two important
properties that can be exploited:

• it is not a persistent Keplerian signal; it waxes
and wanes, it is not perfectly coherent, and
it varies on timescales that are different from
center of mass (COM) radial velocities

• the underlying physical phenomena that
spawn jitter have detailed spectroscopic, pho-
tometric, wavelength dependent, and polar-
ization signatures that are in principle distin-
guishable from simple wavelength shifts due
to Keplerian Doppler shifts.

Figure 19 compares the full disk solar spectrum
at times of low and high activity, overplotting the

80 Presentation by Guillaume Hébrard
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Figure 18. Radial velocity measurements of Epsilon Eridani using the CHIRON spectrometer at CTIO have internal errors
of 1 m s−1. In 2012 (top panel) a clear 11.4-day periodicity is seen, which matches the rotation of the star. The rms variability

is 13.6 m s−1Ṫhis signal attenuates over time and in 2014 (bottom panel) was not detectable. (Courtesy of Debra Fischer)
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magnified difference spectrum (red) on the average
solar spectrum (black). Individual lines repond dif-
ferently to changes in photospheric activity and pro-
vide a way to distinguish surface phenomena from
Keplerian velocities.
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Figure 19. Full disk solar spectrum and the magnified dif-
ference between active and inactive states. Individual lines
respond differently to activity changes, providing a way to
help distinguish surface phenomena from Keplerian velocity
shifts (Courtesy of Jeff Valenti).

4.2.1. Spectral Diagnostics of Jitter

Astronomers have used diagnostics of stellar ac-
tivity to decorrelate photospheric signals and radial
velocities81. These diagnostics include measure-
ments of emission in the cores of Ca II H&K spectral
lines, changes in the spectral line bisector, or vari-
ability in the full width half maximum (FWHM) of
the spectral cross correlation function (CCF; Du-
musque et al. 2014). Emission in the cores of H α,
the Na-D lines, or the sodium doublet at about 819
nm (Schlieder et al. 2012) provides more informa-
tion about stellar activity for M dwarfs, which do
not have much flux at the Ca H&K wavelengths82.

The variations in the line bisector and FWHM
are induced by active regions and are increasingly
pronounced with stellar rotation. However, when
looking at slow rotators like the Sun, it is more dif-
ficult to resolve the tiny variations in the bisector
and FWHM, making these ineffective diagnostics of
stellar activity (Desort et al. 2007; Dumusque et al.
2014; Santos et al. 2014). Observing with higher
spectral resolution and with high sampling should
help and additional spectroscopic diagnostics must
be found. Currently, if significant signals can be de-
tected in activity diagnostics, it is at least a warning
that prospective Doppler signals may be spurious
(Queloz et al. 2001).

Two important upgrades were made to the
HARPS pipeline that improved the precision of
spectroscopic activity diagnostics. First, it was
found that subtraction of scattered light (especially
from the ThAr calibration fiber) near the Ca II

81 Presentation by Nuno Santos
82 Presentation by Paul Robertson

H&K lines improved the logR′HK measurements
(Lovis et al. 2011). Second, the blue-to-red flux ra-
tio varies because of weather conditions; imposing
a fixed spectral energy distribution to the star be-
fore calculating the CCF vastly improved the CCF
bisector and FWHM diagnostics83 (Cosentino et al.
2014). The very stable spectral line spread function
has been a decisive advantage for high-fidelity spec-
trographs like HARPS that allows for recovery of
spectroscopic activity indicators, even for chromo-
spherically quiet stars.

A caveat is that the activity indicators can be
affected by instrumental effects and should not be
used blindly. Over the past decade, there has been
a small focus drift in HARPS that might have been
mis-interpreted as a drift in FWHM from instrinsic
stellar variability. Because this was seen for many
stars, it is clearly an instrumental effect and was
fitted out. In another example, low frequency mod-
ulation in the radial velocities was observed as a
function of air mass in the star 18 Sco (and has
also been seen in other stars). The source of this
variation is ambiguous; is this granulation? seeing?
SNR?

The stellar spectrum contains a wealth of infor-
mation that remains to be explored. The physics
of stellar atmospheres should guide us in devising
clever spectroscopic diagnostics and different stars
may require different approaches. Regions of faculae
and spots in the Sun have been modeled and demon-
strate unequivocally that these features produce ve-
locity variations of a few meters per second over one
activity cycle (Lagrange et al. 2010; Meunier et al.
2010; Borgniet et al. 2015). Similarly, Haywood et
al. (2015; poster at the EPRV meeting) shows corre-
lations for simultaneous Solar Dynamic Observatory
data and HARPS velocity measurements. Other
useful approaches might include Zeeman modeling
of the magnetic field strength (Reiners et al. 2013)
and magneto-hydrodynamic simulations to better
understand the effect of granulation on line forma-
tion (Cegla et al. 2015). The HARPS-N solar tele-
scope will provide excellent data to understand fur-
ther the effect of stellar activity on radial velocity
measurements (Dumusque et al. 2015b). Studies
like these associate physical phenomena with radial
velocity variations and offer an important means
for disentangling photospheric signals from center
of mass velocities.

4.2.2. Identifying Jitter with Doppler Imaging

Stellar astronomers carry out Doppler imaging on
rapidly rotating stars by inverting time series spec-
tral line profile information84. Conventional wisdom
suggests that it is not possible to carry out Doppler
imaging on slowly rotating stars, but progress has
recently been made by employing principal compo-
nent analysis of the CCF for time series radial ve-
locity data from HARPS.

To motivate this analysis, solar synoptic mag-
netograms from June 2012 were used as a model

83 Presentation by Christophe Lovis
84 Presentation by Thorsten Carroll
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for the magnetic field on the surface of the Sun.
Magneto-convection simulations were then used to
simulate the temperature and velocity structure
with one degree spatial resolution using the MU-
RaM code (Vögler et al. 2005) and a radiative trans-
fer code was used to produce composite spectra for
156 absorption lines at each of 40 rotation phases.
A singlular value decomposition (SVD; analogous
to the CCF) of the time series spectra revealed an
apparent radial velocity variation (induced by the
photospheric surface phenomena) with the same pe-
riod as the stellar rotation and an amplitude of
∼ 1.5 m s−1. Contributions to the simulated photo-
spheric velocity variations came from the magnetic
field (from Zeeman splitting; < 1% effect), spots
(<10% effect) and plage (∼ 90% effect). The 40
time series CCF profiles were then inverted to pro-
duce a reasonably realistic reconstruction of the sur-
face features that were initially used to generate the
spectra.

In his workshop presentation, Thorsten Carroll
reported promising progress using principal compo-
nent analysis (PCA) on the CCF of HARPS spectra
for the slowly rotating star HD 41248 (rotation pe-
riod of 25 days). This star is particularly interest-
ing because of confusion about whether radial ve-
locities are Keplerian signals or a red noise source
from photospheric signals (Jenkins et al. 2013; San-
tos et al. 2014; Jenkins & Tuomi 2014). Carroll
found that the first PCA eigenvector contains al-
most the entire radial velocity signal. The spectral
lines from HD 41248 were then divided according to
low (< 1.25eV) and high (> 2.5eV) excitation po-
tential (EP). The CCF of both sets of lines showed
essentially the same phase-folded periodicity in the
radial velocity; however, an offset in the velocity
zero point was observed. Velocities derived from
the CCF for the high EP lines were blue-shifted by
about 150 m s−1 relative to the low EP lines be-
cause they form deeper in the stellar atmosphere
and where the convective velocities are higher. The
eigenfunctions of the CCF contained additional in-
teresting information; the first eigenfunction for the
high EP lines showed an asymmetry (a broadening
effect), while the first eigenfunction for the CCF of
low EP lines was symmetrical. Thus, the spectral
line shape varied with depth in the stellar atmo-
sphere in a way that is consistent with the radial
velocity signature — this is an impressive demon-
stration that the CCF velocity signature here comes
from convection, not from a center of mass velocity
of the star. Thus, radiative transfer with magneto-
convection simulations may ultimately offer an im-
portant foundation for understanding photospheric
velocities as we move toward 10 cm s−1.

4.3. Near Infrared Radial Velocities

For sunlike stars with spots, there may be an ad-
vantage to observing at near infrared wavelengths85.
The temperature of a spot can be 500 to 1500K
cooler than the surrounding photosphere. If we
adopt a toy model of two blackbodies with tem-
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peratures representing the spot and the stellar pho-
tosphere, the contrast between the emitted light
is much higher at blue wavelengths than at red
wavelengths. As a result, the radial velocity mod-
ulation for spotted stars has larger amplitudes in
the optical, compared to near infrared wavelengths,
an effect that has been well-studied in young ac-
tive stars (Mahmud et al. 2011; Prato et al. 2008).
Because of the importance and potential of RV
measurements at NIR wavelengths, many future
instruments, including CARMENES (Quirrenbach
et al. 2014), the Infrared Doppler (IRD) spectro-
graph for high-precision radial velocity measure-
ments (Tamura et al. 2012), SPIRou (Artigau et al.
2014a), and HPF (Mahadevan et al. 2012), are be-
ing designed to operate in the NIR.

Most of the activity indicators that are used to-
day are simply not as precise or as efficient as we
need them to be86. There is not a single activity in-
dicator that is 100% efficient and it is unrealistic to
assume that all signals without activity correlations
are correct. One way to confirm the planet interpre-
tation is to measure Doppler velocities in the near
infrared; the precision for the NIR radial velocities
is now at the level of about 2 m s−1 (Figueira et al.
2010b; Crockett et al. 2012).

Huélamo et al. (2008) showed that the radial ve-
locity variations using optical spectroscopy of a star
in the TW Hydra association disappeared when
observed with CRIRES using near infrared wave-
lengths. Infrared CRIRES data were also used to
confirm that variations in several K giants were
caused by planetary companions (Trifonov et al.
2015). Bean et al. (2010) used an ammonia gas cell
for wavelength calibration on CRIRES to achieve
a Doppler measurement precision of 5 m s−1 on
M dwarf stars87. They found that the noise floor
for NIR precision was set by telluric contamination;
there was no NIR wavelength region in the CRIRES
bandpass that was free of telluric lines at the level
needed to detect habitable planets, even around M
dwarfs.

CRIRES is fed with light from an AO system,
which helps to stabilize the slit illumination. While
the slit fed spectrograph is ideal for background
sky subtraction, intensity scrambling is not possi-
ble, so the spectrograph has variable illumination
of the optics. The spectrograph is cryo-cooled, how-
ever, it is not a stabilized instrument. Bean et al.
(2010) found that the use of an ammonia gas cell
calibration for the K-band (2.3 µm) required many
free parameters to forward model the instrumental
point spread function and the system was less effi-
cient because the K-band was not at the peak of the
spectral energy distribution of their early M dwarf
stars. However, the NIR spectral range does contain
significant Doppler information for mid to late M
dwarfs (Figueira et al. 2016; Beatty & Gaudi 2015)
and advantages of working at NIR wavelengths to
mitigate activity signals make it worthwhile to con-
tinued efforts to improve precision in the NIR.

86 Presentation by Pedro Figueira
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With faculae or plage, the associated magnetic
fields suppress convection and this perturbs the
spectral line profile and produces photospheric
Doppler shifts. Although there is only a small tem-
perature difference between faculae and the pho-
tosphere; Marchwinski et al. (2015) used the FF’
technique (Aigrain et al. 2012) on photometry from
the SORCE spacecraft to show that the plage-
dominated activity in the Sun exhibits smaller ra-
dial velocity scatter at near infrared wavelengths
than optical wavelengths. So, the NIR may be use-
ful as a diagnostic even in stars that have small spots
but significant faculae and plage.

Interestingly, Reiners et al. (2013) found that the
Zeeman effect, which increases with wavelength, can
spuriously increase the radial velocity signal at red-
der wavelengths. The amplitude of the radial ve-
locity signal caused by the Zeeman effect alone can
be comparable to that caused by temperature con-
trast; a spot magnetic field of about 1000G can pro-
duce a similar RV amplitude as a spot temperature
contrast of about 1000K. For the active M dwarf
AD Leo, Reiners et al. (2013) found that the radial
velocity signal increases at longer wavelengths, con-
sistent with a strong influence of the Zeeman effect.
Therefore, the RV signal depends on the combina-
tion of spot temperature and magnetic field.

There are several instrumental challenges for
EPRV with infrared spectrometers; these include
detector technology, thermal and environmental
control, modal noise, wavelength calibration and
sky background (Plavchan et al. 2013a,b; Anglada-
Escudé et al. 2012). For most of these issues,
progress has lagged behind optical instruments.
The use of adaptive optics may be the one area
where NIR spectrographs have an advantage over
optical instruments and the use of single mode fiber
feeds to IR spectrographs (e.g., iLocator, Crepp
2014) offers an interesting path forward.

4.3.1. Simulating Stellar Noise

The community has developed simulation tools
for understanding and modeling stellar activity, in-
cluding the SOAP Boisse et al. (2012), SOAP 2.0
Dumusque et al. (2014) code for simulating realistic
spectra that captures the effect of spots and faculae.
A new code, StarSim (Herrero et al. 2015) produces
realistic synthetic time series spectra that accounts
for limb darkening, spots, faculae and convection us-
ing a surface integration and includes photometric
information88. The inputs to StarSim include stellar
parameters (effective temperature, log g, metallic-
ity, rotation, differential rotation, and inclination)
information about the active regions (spot positions
and sizes, temperature contrast, faculae tempera-
ture contrast, faculae to spot area factor, and evo-
lution of the active region) and information about
planets (size, ephemeris, spin-orbit angle, impact
parameter). The spectroscopic contribution from
the photosphere, spots and faculae are synthesized
from the Phoenix BT-Settl models) and stored in a
spherical grid representing the star. The synthetic
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spectrum is calculated by integrating the surface el-
ements that contain temperature, limb darkening,
radial velocity and geometry (size and projection).
Time series observations are produced as a function
of the rotational phase angle. By using the HARPS
mask template, the CCF models can be produced
and analyzed to try to recover the underlying sim-
ulated noise.

4.3.2. RV Fitting Challenge

In advance of the workshop, Xavier Dumusque or-
ganized a challenge89 for fitting Keplerian signals in
radial velocity data 90. He provided simulated RV
data sets, using the time stamps of HARPS obser-
vations for some well-sampled stars. The data con-
tained stellar signals from from oscillations, granu-
lation, spots and plages, magnetic cycles and Keple-
rian signals. Eight teams participated in this simu-
lation and used different techniques to recover plan-
etary signals, as detailed in Table 2. The results of
the RV fitting challenge are fully described in Du-
musque (2016). Here, we summarize the take away
messages of this exercise.

For the RV fitting challenge, 14 data sets were
provided, including 4 data sets from real HARPS
observations and 10 simulated data sets. A total of
48 planetary signals were present in the data, with
semi-amplitudes ranging from 0.16 to 5.85 m s−1.
In Fig. 20, we summarize the results of the dif-
ferent teams. For each signal detected, we assign
a different color flag depending on the true signals
present in the data. The different possibilities are:

• dark green: the group recovered a plane-
tary signal that existed in the simulated data,
and the group was confident in the detection,
meaning that they would have published this
result.

• light green: the group recovered a planetary
signal that existed in the data, however the
group assigned a low confidence to the detec-
tion.

• yellow: the group recovered a planetary sig-
nal that existed in the data and was confident
enough for publication; however, the ampli-
tude or period is slightly wrong compared to
the true signal, or an alias of the true signal
was detected.

• grey: the group recovered a planetary signal
that existed in the data, but was not confident
in the detection. The amplitude or period was
slightly wrong compared to the truth, or an
alias of the true signal was detected.

• orange: the group recovered a prospective
planetary signal that did not exist in the data,
but assigned a low confidence level to the de-
tection

89 https://rv-challenge.wikispaces.com
90 Presentation by Xavier Dumusque
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• red: false positive or false negative, i.e., the
group recovered a planetary signal that does
not exist in the data, but they were confident
enough in the detection for publication (false
positive), or the group rejected the detection
of a true signal (false negative).

• white: a simulated planetary signal was
present in the data that has an amplitude
larger than 1 m s−1, but this signal was not
detected.

To study the statistics of exoplanetary popula-
tions, it is most important that published planets
with correct parameters (dark green) are found. It
is also important to understand when false positive
or false negative signals (red) are reported and when
relatively large signals with amplitudes that exceed
error bars are missed (white). Signals that are pub-
lished with modest errors in their parameters (yel-
low) will not strongly corrupt the planet popula-
tion statistics. The RV challenge also helped to
illucidate trends regarding the signals (light green,
grey, orange) that were either true or false, but that
would not be published.

In Figure 20, the most successful groups should
have a larger dark green region, and smaller red
and white regions. Given this metric for success, we
separate the teams in two different groups: teams
1 to 5 (groups that used a Bayesian framework to
compare between models) and teams 6 to 8 (groups
that did not use Bayesian models). Groups 1 to 4
also used red noise models in addition to Kepleri-
ans to account for stellar signals, and group 5 used
a white noise model that was free to vary depend-
ing on the activity level of the star in addition to
Keplerian models. The other groups compared RV
signals with signals present in the activity observ-
ables (log R′HK, FWHM, BIS SPAN) and rejected
significant signals it they were also in the RVs or in
any of the stellar activity diagnostics.

According to Dumusque (2016), among the teams
that used a Bayesian framework to compare be-
tween models and red noise models to account for
stellar signals, team 3 was the best at finding true
planetary signals; they were confident in the ma-
jority of their detections and they made a small
number of mistakes. This team detected 85% (17
out of 20) of the true planetary signal present in
the data that had a semi-amplitude larger than 1
m s−1. The remaining 3 signals that were not de-
tected all have periods longer than 500 days and
their non-detection could be explained either by
magnetic cycle RV effects, or simply by the fact that
team 3 only fitted up to a second order polonomial
to remove any RV trends in the data. This team
would have only published 60% of these large am-
plitude signals, leaving the remaining signals as ten-
tative. When analyzing planetary signals with semi-
amplitudes smaller than 1 m s−1, team 3 did also
the best job at recovering those signals, with 14%
detected (4 out of 20). However the team would
have only published 2 of those planets, with ampli-
tudes of 0.48 and 0.69 m s−1. Finally team 3 re-

frained from announcing non-existing planets with
semi-amplitudes larger than 1 m s−1, and would
have only announced 2 non-existing systems with
smaller semi-amplitudes.

The next two best performing teams were Team
1 and Team 4. While Team 4 ranked third, they
actually did a better job than Team 1 on the fitting
first five systems. However it was difficult to make
a fair comparison because they did not analyze the
other systems.

In conclusion, the RV fitting challenge (Dumusque
2016) showed that teams using a Bayesian frame-
work that allows for model comparison, and that
includes a red noise model to account for stellar sig-
nals were more efficient at finding true planetary
signals, while limiting the number of false claims.
Among the different red noise models, it the moving
average model used by M. Tuomi and G. Anglada-
Escudé (Team 3) was the most efficient. The use of
Gaussian Processes was also an efficient approach,
however this technique seems to be sensitive to the
a priori determination of the rotation period; it
seems likely that some improvement can be made
here (Dumusque 2016). The apodized Keplerian
technique (Team 4 Gregory 2016) also yields good
results. Gregory (2016) find that it is possible to
achieve a factor of about six reduction in the stellar
activity noise in the simulated radial velocity sets
with the apodized Keplerian technique. Unfortu-
nately, Team 4 only analyzed only the first 5 systems
as they were developing their technique, and this
ultimately penalized their ranking. Finally, plan-
etary signals with amplitudes above 1 m s−1were
detected almost all of the time, while only 14% (4
out of 28) of true smaller signals were discovered.
Out of these 4 true small signals, 2 would have been
published; however, 2 false planetary signals would
have been published as well. Therefore, even with
the best models of stellar signals, planetary signals
with amplitudes less than 1 m s−1 are rarely ex-
tracted correctly with current precision and current
techniques.

4.4. Aliasing

Radial velocity data sets will generally include
aliased signals, which are interactions between gaps
in data sampling and signals91. A sinusoidal signal
in time series data is a delta function in the fre-
quency domain. Because observations are taken at
specific times, a window function is applied to the
data; in the time domain this results in sampling
gaps. The convolution of the sinusoidal frequency
and the window function produces multiple peaks
in the frequency domain.

How do we know what the time sampling is for
complex sampling patterns? Solar and sidereal day
and annual sampling gaps naturally appear in most
radial velocity data sets and these aliases and their
harmonics produce peaks at positions that can be
calculated:

falias = |ftrue ± fsample| (7)

91 Presentation by Rebekah Dawson
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Table 2
Fitting Teams

Teams People Techniques

1 Torino M. Damasso, A. Sozzetti, R. Haywood Bayesian framework with
A.S. Bonomo, M. Pinamonti, and P. Giacobbe Gaussian Process to account for red noise

2 Oxford V. Rajpaul and S. Aigrain Bayesian framework with
Gaussian Process to account for red noise

3 M. Tuomi M. Tuomi and G. Anglada-Escudé Bayesian framework with
Moving Average to account for red noise

4 P. Gregory P. Gregory Bayesian framework with
Apodised Keplerian to account for red noise

5 Geneva R. Diaz, D. Ségransan and S. Udry Bayesian framework with white noise
6 H. Hatzes H. Hatzes Pre-whitening
7 Brera F. Borsa, G. Frustagli, E. Poretti and M. Rainer Filtering in frequency space
8 IMCCE N. Hara, F. Dauvergne and G. Boué Filtering in frequency space

6

Claimed planet and true

Probable planet and true

Claimed planet with wrong K or P

Probable planet but wrong K or P

Probable planet but mistake

False positive or false negative

Planet not detected with K > 1 m/s

1 2 3 4

5 7 8

Figure 20. Summary of the result of the RV fitting challenge for teams 1 to 8. The size of the circles represents the number
of systems analyzed: 14 systems for the large size circle, 5 for the medium size and 2 for the smallest size. The meaning of the
colors are defined in the legend and in the text (Courtesy of Xavier Dumusque)

Dawson & Fabrycky (2010) show that aliases im-
print a set of predictable peaks; by modeling a noise
free data set, it can be possible to confirm Keple-
rian signals in the presence of aliases. However, low
SNR data is more ambiguous when trying to iden-
tify aliasing, and chromospheric activity can pro-
duce a forest of peaks with associated aliasing sig-
nals. Stellar activity does not produce an exact
sinusoidal signal; instead, the imprinted perturba-
tions are stochastic and quasi-periodic. The potent
combination of variable intensity in the stellar noise
signal and poor sampling leads to ambiguity in iden-
tifying aliases that can sabotage the identification of
weak Keplerian signals.

4.5. Barycentric corrections

Corrections for the velocity of the Earth must
be applied in order to recover precise radial ve-
locity measurements of stars for exoplanet detec-
tion.92 Wright & Eastman (2014) outline the mag-
nitude of error contributions to the barycentric ve-
locity correction, including rotational and orbital
motion of the Earth, second order corrections to the
non-relativistic Doppler formula, secular accelera-
tion, precession, nutation, gravitational redshifts,
blueshifts, and the Shapiro delay (for light bending
around the Sun). In their publicly available code

92 A breakout session on barycentric corrections was led
by Jason Eastman and Lars Buchhave.
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for barycentric correction,93 the authors show that
their calculations match those from the TEMPO2
(Hobbs et al. 2006; Edwards et al. 2006) code at a
rms level of 0.3 mm s−1. The accuracy of TEMPO2
is a gold standard with a precision better than 1
cm s−1 that was demonstrated when measuring the
Doppler effect of pulse arrival times for the detec-
tion of Earth-mass exoplanets orbiting a neutron
star (Wolszczan & Frail 1992).

The barycentric correction for radial velocity
measurements at the 10 cm s−1 level requires a
precision of about one second in the flux-weighted
exposure time. This is generally accomplished
by monitoring the flux of starlight into the spec-
trograph at regular intervals over the exposures.
The barycentric velocity correction should be de-
termined for the time the signals arrive at the solar
system barycenter — i.e., at the Barycentric Julian
date in Barycentric Dynamical Time (BJDTDB).
An error of 1 second in time introduces a semi-
amplitude error of about 3 cm s−1, so to reach an
error of less than 1 cm s−1 the midpoint time must
be accurate to about 250 milli-seconds (Eastman
et al. 2010; Wright & Eastman 2014).

An effect that was not addressed by (Wright &
Eastman 2014) is the need to integrate the barycen-
tric correction over the exposure time (Figure 21 is
provided from an article in prep, Buchhave, East-
man & Wright 2016). A barycentric correction
should be calculated for each sampled flux measure-
ment and then weighted by the photon counts. This
updates the older procedure of calculating a single
barycentric correction to the photon-weighted mid-
point time. The older procedure was deemed as ac-
ceptable for most state of the art Doppler surveys
because the relatively short exposures incurred an
error from the acceleration term in the barycentric
velocity that was far below other terms in the er-
ror budget. However, this is an error source that
must be handled more carefully for higher precision
surveys. Even assuming uniform flux during an ex-
posure, the older procedure can introduce a velocity
error of ±25 cm s−1 for a 30 minute exposure; this
scales as the square of the exposure time.

The optimal flux sampling rate depends, unfor-
tunately, on the apriori unknown rate of variability
in the atmosphere. If the atmospheric opacity is
constant, then the midpoint time precision is inde-
pendent of sampling and lower sampling rate is bal-
anced by the benefit of extra photons. Even in an
extreme scenario with a 6 second ”blackout” at the
end of an otherwise uniform 5-minute exposure, in-
tegrating flux in 1 minute bins would produce an er-
ror in the flux-weighted midpoint time of only 0.6s.
Although more detailed analysis is warranted on the
subject, binning flux every ∼10 seconds is reason-
able for almost every imaginable weather condition
and still provides good sampling for short exposure
times of about one minute. For extreme RV preci-
sion, it is recommended that the exposure times are
limited to about 20 minutes to minimize the error in
the barycentric velocity calculation from nonlinear

93 http://astroutils.astronomy.ohio-state.edu/exofast/

terms discussed above.
For an accuracy in the barycentric velocity of ∼ 1

cm s−1 it is also important to sample photon counts
as a function of wavelength. For example, if ob-
servations are taken at large zenith angle without
an atmospheric dispersion compensator (ADC) the
image of the star will be chromatically dispersed;
if guiding favors collection of the red light for the
first half of the exposure and then collection of blue
light for the second half of the exposure, the flux-
weighted midpoint would be different for the red
and blue photons. However, even with a good ADC,
variable wavelength-dependent extinction can occur
as the telescope tracks the star through a range
of hour angle, even for short exposures. A basic
exposure meter design might use a dichroic to di-
vide the light between two channels; however, a
low resolution spectrometer with 8 - 10 channels
is probably preferable for providing a better correc-
tion as long as a fast readout can maintain ∼10 sec-
ond sampling with high SNR. Once the wavelength-
dependent barycentric correction has been derived,
it should be interpolated (linearly or weighted with
an extinction curve) for each wavelength chunk or
order and applied when weighting and combining
the velocities from different parts of the spectrum.
For example, if each order is cross-correlated, then a
barycentric correction can be calculated for the cen-
tral wavelength and applied on an order-by-order
basis before calculating the average velocity.

Recommendations for good practices in deriving
precise barycentric corrections include sampling the
flux during the exposure (at least every minute, but
ideally every few seconds), recording all times ex-
plicitly as a function of wavelength, ensuring the
accuracy of the time stamp in the file headers, and
including the time standard (usually GMT or UT).

4.6. Telluric contamination

Telluric absorption lines from many species (e.g.,
H2O,O2,CH4,CO2) are imprinted in a stellar spec-
trum when starlight passes through the Earth’s at-
mosphere. Some molecular species are well-behaved
with only small seasonal variations in column den-
sity, while the lines associated with water can vary
in depth with changing humidity throughout the
night (temporally) or with different positions on
the sky (spatially). There is some variability in the
wavelengths and line profiles of telluric lines because
of atmospheric winds, generally limited to Doppler
shifts of about 10 m s−1 (Figueira et al. 2010a), cor-
responding to a fraction of a pixel. More important,
the telluric lines raster across the stellar spectrum
with time because of the barycentric velocity of the
Earth.

Like any attribute that perturbs the shape of
the SLSF, telluric contamination must be properly
treated for high precision radial velocity measure-
ments.94 Left untreated, telluric contamination is

94 The telluric contamination breakout session was orga-
nized by Sharon Wang with panel members Jason Wright,
Cullen Blake, Pedro Figueira, Nuno Santos, Peter Plavchan,
Andreas Seifahrt, Claire Moutou, Francois Bouchy.
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Figure 21. Radial velocity error when acceleration of the barycentric velocity is not properly handled (i.e., when a single
barycentric correction is derived for the flux-weighted midpoint time, which is current standard practice in the community). This
simulation assumes 30-minute observations of Tau Ceti taken from CTIO with uniform flux during the observation. Velocity
errors are only calculated for times when the star would be observable (i.e., airmass less than 2 and the Sun below −18 degree
twilight). (left) RV errors that could be incurred over a 2-day diurnal cycle. (right) RV errors over a full year when the same
observing constraints are applied. (Figure courtesy of Lars Buchhave, Jason Eastman, Jason Wright)

most important in the near infra-red (NIR) where
it has an impact of at least a few meters per second
(Bean et al. 2010) and where telluric lines can be
quite opaque (with τ > 0.2). The impact at opti-
cal wavelengths is of order ∼ 0.2−−1 m s−1 where
(Figure 22) micro-telluric lines have depths of 0.2 –
2% (Cunha et al. 2014; Artigau et al. 2014b).

Most groups correct or model telluric lines with
physically motivated synthetic models that have
a comprehensive line list and use radiative trans-
fer with accurate atmospheric profiles, which is
demonstrated to be more accurate than empirical
correction using telluric calibration frames (Gul-
likson et al. 2014; Smette et al. 2015). Most
codes are base on the line-by-line radiative transfer
model (LBLRTM; Clough et al. 2005) and the High
Resolution Transmission (HITRAN) line database
(Rothman et al. 2013). Examples of published codes
are: TAPAS (Bertaux et al. 2014), TelFit (Gullik-
son et al. 2014), Molecfit (Smette et al. 2015), and
TERRASPEC (Bender et al. 2012). A model of the
telluric spectrum from 0.3 to 30 microns is shown
in Figure 23. These codes model telluric lines to a
precision of 2 – 5%; however, for deep lines or lines
with large uncertainties in the HITRAN database,
the precision is not as good. Poorly fitted lines are
masked out or rejected (Bean et al. 2010; Seifahrt
et al. 2010; Blake et al. 2010).

The current telluric modeling precision is lim-

ited by: missing lines in the HITRAN database,
uncertainties or errors in attributes such as the
line position, strength, or shape, limitations in cur-
rent modeling codes for deriving correct line pro-
files (i.e., velocity dependence, line mixing effects),
insufficient knowledge of real time atmospheric con-
ditions (e.g. water column density variations), and
wind-induced line shifts. There are annual meet-
ings on HITRAN where help could be requested
for specific lines or species under a range of physi-
cal conditions (excitation levels, temperatures). It
is also possible that telluric modeling can be im-
proved with empirical corrections using on-sky data
or a Fourier Transform Spectrograph (FTS) obser-
vation although micro-tellurics will be difficult to
observe with high SNR. Perhaps a version of HI-
TRAN can be designed for astronomy applications
through compilation and modeling of a large volume
of telluric calibration data. This “Astro-HITRAN”
would be simpler but more robust for astronomical
uses for certain molecular species, and it would al-
low for scaling of line strengths, for example, for dif-
ferent amount of water vapor content. The variable
water species still present a modeling challenge, and
Blake & Shaw (2011) have suggested a clever use
of global positioning satellite measurements of pre-
cipitable water vapor as a prior when scaling these
features.
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Figure 22. Reproduced Fig 1 from Cunha et al. (2014). Spectrum of micro-telluric lines in the optical spectrum between 442
and 570 nm. (Figure courtesy of Diana Cunha and Nuno Santos).

5. SYNERGY WITH OTHER FIELDS

Precision radial velocities are critical to the suc-
cess, efficiency and scientific yield of future space
missions95. There is obvious synergy with tran-
sit missions (TESS, CHEOPS, PLATO) in deriv-
ing bulk densities for thousands of exoplanets. New
connections will be made with Gaia, where of or-
der 10,000 new gas giant planets are expected to
be detected. The combination of Gaia astrometry
and radial velocities will illuminate several ques-
tions about planet formation: the true mass dis-
tribution of jovian planets beyond the ice line, the
frequency of solar system analogs, whether super
Earths are regularly accompanied by giant planets
and how gas giant planets affect the presence of ter-
restrial planets.

Radial velocity measurements can also enhance

95 Presentation by Alessandro Sozzetti

the productivity of direct imaging missions by pro-
viding orbital phase information and information
about inner companions. The ideal targets for di-
rect imaging are young stars where the gas giant
planets will be brighter; these will be amenable to
RV follow-up if successful techniques are developed
for mitigating photospheric noise in these active
stars.

6. SUMMARY

A comparison of several ongoing Doppler sur-
veys shows that most teams have reached about 1
m s−1 in single measurement radial velocity pre-
cision. The best performing spectrometer is the
purpose-built vacuum-enclosed HARPS instrument,
with R=115,000, a broad wavelength range from
400-700 nm, and a fiber feed system that utlizes
octagonal fibers and an optical double scrambler.
HARPS reaches a precision of about 0.8 m s−1 for
observations with SNR of 200 in 3 km s−1 bins
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Figure 23. Reproduced Fig 1 from Smette et al. (2015). Spectrum of telluric lines synthesized with a line-by-line radiative
transfer code using the annual mean profile for Cerro Paranal at a resolution of about 10,000. (Figure courtesy of Wolfgang
Kausch, Alain Smette, Stefan Kimeswenger, Stefan Noll).
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at 500 nm. The next generation instruments will
need to improve upon HARPS with better illumi-
nation stability, higher fidelity spectra (more sta-
ble spectral line spread function, higher resolution
and higher SNR), broader wavelength bandpasses
and more stable and precise wavelength calibration,
and improved detector performance and character-
ization efforts.

Tremendous progress has been made over the
past five years on technology development for high-
resolution optical spectrometers. In particular, the
development of frequency combs for the wavelength
calibration of spectrometers for Doppler planet
searches is now mature technology. Laboratory
experiments and initial tests on HARPS indicate
that wavelength calibration is likely not the primary
limitation in achieving 10 cm s−1 Doppler preci-
sion. Frequency combs have become powerful tools
for characterizing spectrometer drift, estimating the
spectral line spread function across the instrument
bandpass, and characterizing and calibrating detec-
tor imperfections. The remaining work to be done
with frequency comb technology is primarily tech-
nical implementation, including making systems ro-
bust and reliable, and mitigating modal noise when
coupling comb light into the spectrograph. A turn-
key laser frequency comb is now available from
Menlo Systems that shows great promise as a long-
term calibration device. The Menlo combs have
been in operation at the VTT solar telescope in
Tenerife (since 2012), at HARPS in La Silla (per-
manent since 2015), at FOCES in Munich at USM
(since 2015) and at Xinglong China (since February
2016). At USM the LFC has been running continu-
ously for several months. Beyond the more clas-
sical astro-comb calibration technologies, there is
significant innovation in the fields of microcombs,
electro-optical modulation combs, tunable Fabry-
Perots, and stabilized etalons as well.

Fiber optic cables are also a well-understood tech-
nology. Not only does optical fiber technology allow
for spectrometers to be placed in convenient loca-
tions relative to telescope focus, but modern fibers
can also improve instrument illumination stability
significantly while maintaining high efficiency. Care
must be taken when connectorizing instrument fiber
cables to ensure stress-free mounting (thereby min-
imizing FRD.) Standard fibers used in astronomical
instruments do incur modal noise penalties, as only
a finite number of modes can be populated within
the fiber, but much of this can be mitigated through
mechanical agitation. However, modal noise is a
significant issue for coherent sources, such as laser
frequency combs, and our community must develop
new mitigation techniques if the exquisite precision
of next generation wavelength calibration sources is
to be fully realized by future spectrometers

Telluric contamination is another area that the
community will need to address for high precision
Doppler measurements. The problem is most chal-
lenging for infrared observations, but micro-tellurics
at optical wavelengths are also a concern at sub
meter per second precision. Current approaches in-
volve forward modeling to fit for tellurics or masking

out contaminated pixels in the spectrum. Routine
monitoring of atmospheric conditions (water vapor
distribution and column density, wind etc) is rec-
ommended and this information should be stored
as meta-data with the spectra.

Barycentric corrections have been demonstrated
to be accurate to about 2 cm s−1 (Wright & East-
man 2014). The flux-weighted exposure midpoint
time should not be used for the correction; instead,
barycentric velocity corrections should be calculated
throughout an exposure and combined by weight-
ing each point by the exposure meter data. Color-
dependent barycentric corrections should also be
calculated by collecting the chromatic flux time se-
ries as a function of wavelength (in a few or several
wavelength bins). Any stellar exposure with suffi-
cient SNR to achieve < 1 m s−1 precision should
provide enough photons for time series at several
wavelength bins. The final Doppler velocity is the
combination of measured velocities from a set of
lines or wavelength bins; each bin or line would then
be corrected according to the BC from the appropri-
ate wavelength region. A high performance atmo-
spheric dispersion corrector (ADC) will reduce the
sensitivity to flux-weighted barycentric corrections.

The community is now exploring correct statis-
tical techniques with the goal of improving repro-
ducibility and extracting weaker signals in the pres-
ence of time-correlated noise. Frequentist tech-
niques are faster, but Bayesian techniques are more
reliable in estimating the true errors and uncover-
ing underlying exoplanet populations from our data.
There is common misuse of null hypothesis tests
like the p-value or Kolmogorov-Smirnoff test. As-
tronomers are encouraged to team up with statisti-
cians to avoid the pitfalls of applying statistical tests
as black boxes. Many of the techniques that seem
new to astronomers are well understood techniques
for statisticians.

There was extensive discussion about how to han-
dle stellar noise. In the past, it was adequate to
identify and decorrelate trends in radial velocities
based on calcium H & K emission, or the FWHM
or line bisector of the cross correlation function.
However, we now appreciate that photospheric ve-
locities, or jitter, is fundamentally imprinted in the
spectrum differently from a Keplerian Doppler shift.
There are many techniques that show promise in
distinguishing jitter from center of mass velocities,
including principal component analysis of spectral
lines or the cross correlation function. Stellar jitter
is currently the main limitation in the detection of
small rocky planets and it merits significant effort
by the community. It will not work to avoid stars
with jitter (because stellar activity varies over time).
We are advancing our understanding of the physics
of stellar noise with solar data and photometry from
Kepler. Plage is a more important contributor (90%
level) to stellar jitter than spots (a 10% problem)
for slowly rotating stars.

It is not an adequate strategy to average down
hundreds of observations; this wastes precious tele-
scope time and systematic errors don’t necessarily
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average down as the square root of the number of
observations. The RV challenge led by Xavier Du-
musque showed that the community has not been
successful in detecting velocity amplitudes that are
smaller than the single measurement precision, even
when hundreds of observations are obtained. We
must improve single measurement precision as a first
step toward detecting low amplitude exoplanetary
systems. We must learn how to distinguish stellar
noise from Keplerian velocities.

There has been negative advocacy by some in the
exoplanet field who claim that a fundamental floor
of precision is imposed by photospheric velocities,
or stellar jitter at the level of 1 m s−1. That state-
ment may be true for many of the current spec-
trometers and analysis techniques. At a resolu-
tion of 50,000 on spectrometers that are not sta-
bilized, stellar noise from chromospherically quiet
stars cannot be distinguished from Keplerian veloc-
ities. Fortunately, the community at large has con-
tinued to press forward on this issue and it seems
likely that an instrumental precision of 10 cm s−1

will be achieved with the next generation of high
fidelity spectrometers. We do not yet know how
this will translate into detectability for low ampli-
tude signals in the presences of unavoidable stellar
noise; however, it is premature to speculate that
we cannot do better. This is an area of active re-
search in the community and there has been promis-
ing progress. Research to distinguish stellar activity
from center of mass Doppler shifts must continue
to be a high priority, simply because the exoplanet
endeavor cannot expand96 if we do not solve this
problem and extract weaker signals in the presence
of time-correlated noise.

7. FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

There have been several reports highlighting the
importance of precise radial velocities for support-
ing NASA missions, including the 2006 Exoplanet
Task Force (Lunine et al. 2008), the 2010 Decadal
Survey (Blanford 2010), and the 2012 NSF Portfolio
Review report (Eisenstein 2012). The cancellation
of the $2B Space Interferometry Mission was ac-
companied by a statement that ground-based radial
velocity measurement precision could be pushed to
10 cm s−1, enabling at least partial characterization
of the architectures of nearby planetary systems.
The NASA ExoPAG commissioned a report ”Radial
Velocity Prospects Current and Future” (Plavchan
et al. 2015) with findings from the precision ra-
dial velocity community97 that complements and
foreshadows many of the findings from the EPRV
workshop. This report highlights a key challenge:
EPRVs have transitioned from small PI-based pro-
grams to “big” science that requires dedicated re-
sources; however, the NASA and NSF budget mod-
els have not kept up with this. While radial velocity
precision has been stuck at 1 m s−1 for the past sev-
eral years, there has been progress in technology and
analysis techniques that offers promise for moving

96 Survey input from Rosemary Mardling
97 Presentation by Scott Gaudi

toward 10 cm s−1 precision and this progress needs
to be communicated to the astronomy community
at large and to the funding agencies.

The “Big Three” science goals for extreme preci-
sion radial velocities are:

• Confirmation and characterization of the
many transiting planets discovered by tran-
sit surveys (ground-based, Kepler, K2, TESS,
CHEOPS, PLATO). EPRV measurements
will uniquely provide mass measurements
needed for bulk density measurements.

• Identification and orbital characterization of
planets down to ice giant masses around FGK
stars to be imaged by WFIRST-AFTA.

• The discovery of potentially habitable planets
around the nearest and brightest stars.

Resources will be required to meet these ambi-
tious goals. Habitable planets around FGK type
stars have velocity semi-amplitudes of order 10
cm s−1 and periods of about one year. The dis-
covery of these planets requires high statistical pre-
cision and high cadence. Additional work needs to
focus on reducing any systematic errors or astro-
physical noise to considerably less than 10 cm s−1.
In additional to controlling systemic errors resulting
from instrumental and calibration effects, consider-
able additional work needs to focus on the critical
and difficult task of removing, suppression, or sepa-
ration of intrinsic stellar noise to considerably bet-
ter than 10 cm s−1. This is in principle a tractable
problem because the Doppler variation due to or-
biting bodies has a unique signature: all of the
lines move by a known amount without changing
their shape. Current instruments and detection al-
gorithms are not going to solve this problem; the
RV fitting challenge by Xavier Dumusque (Section
4.3.2) showed that no one can reliably detect planets
with amplitudes below 1 m s−1 in current data sets.
We need higher fidelity spectra to make progress
and this is a problem that will require the next gen-
eration instruments.

7.1. Recommendations

In support of the key role that precision spec-
troscopy has for space missions, NASA has commis-
sioned the Extreme Precision Doppler Spectrograph
(EPDS) for the WIYN 3.5-m telescope98. This is a
start, but one new instrument is not enough. There
is a role for small telescopes with high cadence ob-
servations and larger aperture telescope that obtain
high resolution, high SNR observations. Partici-
pants at this workshop discussed the big ideas that
could catapult progress in the field and enable suc-
cess for the highest priority science goals of precision
Doppler surveys.

1. Dedicated moderate to large aperture
telescopes. High SNR and very high cadence
data are required over long time baselines; this

98 Presentation by Mario Perez
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could be achieved for hundreds of stars us-
ing dedicated 4 to 10 meter class telescopes.
Most of the struggles we have with aliasing
and stellar activity is complicated by under-
sampled data sets. In the same way that Ke-
pler transit detections benefited from high ca-
dence sampling, Doppler measurements would
benefit from a paradigm shift with many more
observations, perhaps a world-wide effort with
coordinated observations at several longitudes
for a few stars.

2. Stable Spectrometers. Instruments with
exquisite long-term stability are required:
spectrometers that are fiber fed with high il-
lumination stability, excellent wavelength cali-
bration, and precise temperature and pressure
control represent the immediate future of pre-
cision RV measurements. Optical spectrom-
eters contain significant amounts of Doppler
information for solar-type stars, but radial ve-
locities from NIR spectrometers have less con-
tamination from stellar activity (spots as well
as plages). Based on current technology, solu-
tions to the technical challenges presented at
the workshop seem within reach for the spec-
trometers that are being built today.

3. Proper treatment of stellar noise. It
is likely that distinguishing between stellar
activity and Keplerian velocities will require
very high resolution (perhaps ∼150,000), and
expanded wavelength coverage (optical plus
near infrared). The high resolution is not
required for measuring line centroids; the
line centroid information is resolved at R ∼
60, 000. However, the need to measure higher-
order line shape variations, which are a clear
signal of stellar activity or changes in the in-
strumental line spread function rather than
a true Doppler shift, likely require much
higher resolution and sampling, as well as
higher SNR. Simultaneous high-resolution op-
tical and infrared monitoring can mitigate
any pathological cases where stellar activity
or instrumental effects may cause line cen-
troid shifts without strong line shape varia-
tions, since these shifts are neverthless likely
to wavelength dependent. In particular, the
ionization and line formation depth in the
photosphere depends on the wavelength, and
thus so do the absorption line shapes through
the photospheric velocities.

All of this leads to a vision for precision radial
velocity “dream machines” requiring large aper-
ture telescopes with dual optical and infrared chan-
nels (0.4 to 1.7 µm), very high optical resolution
(R > 150, 000), high IR resolution (R > 50, 000),
fiber-fed with a very high scrambling gain, environ-
mentally stabilized, and with advanced wavelength
calibration (e.g., laser frequency combs). The cost
would be of order $20 M per instrument and ideally
there would be few of these at various longitudes.

In order to carry out the science, these machines
would require an assurance of a significant alloca-
tion of observing time over several years.

This is a cost that at first glance seems out of
reach. However, if precisions approaching 10 cm s−1

can be achieved, Doppler surveys may be able to lo-
cate the host stars of planets that would be observed
by the next generation of flagship direct imaging
missions, such as the Habitable Exoplanet Imaging
Mission and the Large UV-Optical-IR (LUVOIR)
mission, both of which will be studied by NASA
over the next few years (see PAG Reports: Sembach
2015; Boch 2012; Gaudi et al. 2016). The cost for
such missions is to be determined, but is certainly
greater than one billion (by definition for a flagship),
and may be up to ten(s) of billions of dollars for the
more ambitious architectures that will be consid-
ered. The choice of the flagship mission, the techni-
cal specifications and the scientific productivity of a
flagship mission may well be dependent on whether
exoplanets are already known or whether they need
to be discovered and it still be helpful to measure
the mass of the planet after they are discovered by
these direct imaging missions. EPRV is likely to be
the only techniques that offers promise for detect-
ing low mass planetary systems around nearby stars
before the launch of the next flagship mission. An
investment at the $100M level would be a wise in-
vestment that could ultimately save billions of dol-
lars toward the goal of characterizing small rocky
planets.
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